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' LN. 102 of 1964

NIGERI:AN COLLEGE OF ARTS, SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY (TRANSFER) ACT. 1962 -

(1962, No.3) 0
i

NigerianCollege of Arts, Science and Technology
(Abolition of Northern Nigeria Branch) Order, 1964

Commencement: Ast August, 1964

. In exercise of the powers conferred by subsection ayior Section 4 of the
‘Nigerian College of Arts, Science'and Technology (Transfer) Act, 1962, and
of all other powers enabling me in that behalf, I hereby make the following
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Order+— . .

Phe Northern Nigerian Branch of the Nigerian College of Arts, Science ~Commence-
aad "echnology shall cease to exist’ and the College Council and any remain- ment.
ing Branch Committee or other cofymittees or Board of the College shall be
abolished on theist day of August, 1964. . . i

2. This Order may be cited as the Nigerian College offArts, Science and Citation,
Technology {Abolition of Northern Nigeria Branch) Order, 1964, °

He

Mani this 23nd day of July,1964 / . ‘ :

. Aja NwaAcHuKu, Coo
Federal Minister of Education
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LN. 103 of1964 - pee
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CUSTOMS AND “EXCISE MANAGEMENT ACT, 1958 _f
rt rT 3 .

| f 4 (No.’ 55 oF p58) ;

Open General Import Licence (apes) No.3 of 198
Amendnient Notice, 1964

Contmencenient : 17th September, 1964 +.

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 4 of the Imports Prohibition
: Order, 1959, the Import Licensing Authority hereby amends the Schedule to
the Open General Tmport Licence referred to herein. : ;

1, The Schedule to. the Open General Import Licence (Japan): No. 3° Amend- .
of 1959 is hereby amended by the addition of the following |item— ment ofa

’ , y, of1959
Impor HemNo. LN. 105

_ Group -of 1963,
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2. This notice may be cited as the Open General Im ort Licence (Japan)
‘No. 3 of 1959 Amendment Notice, 1964 and shall apply throughout the

application. ;
_ Federation. : ,

| SE wa.
Mavethis 17th day of September, 1964. = § i

a J. B. Exunaiza,*
Import Licensing ‘ahithority, .

i ’ Federal Ministry of Commerce and Industry

t
i

Expeanatory Nove

The effect’of this amendmenis that specific importJicence is now required
for the importation of fresh lemon fruits into Nigeria svhile lemon juice and

lemon barely water may be imported without specifitsport licence.

&

Lo

‘CUSTOMS AND EXCISE MANAGEMENT ACT,1958
mo (No. 55 oF 1958) we

Open General Import Licence (Dollar Area) No.4 of1959 ,
AmendmentNotice, 1964 OO

Ge
Commencement. 217th September, 1964

In exercise of the powers conferred by Section 4 of the Imports Prohibition

_ Order, 1959, the Import Licensing Authority hereby amends the Second
Schedule to the Open GeneralImport Licence referred to herein.

ve . : . le ' a

1. The Second Schedule to the Open. General Import Licence (Dollar

-Area) No. 4 of 1959 is hereby amendedby the addition of the following itemp—

Import Item
Group 4 No.

“37 Lemon, Fruit - .. .. O51 “90”¢

2. This notice,may be cited as the Open General Import Licence (Dollar
Area) No. 4 of 1959 Amendment Noticé, 1964 and shall apply throughout
the Federation. — . ;

MADE in Lagos this 17th day of September, 1964.

. J, B. Evumeze,

to Import Licensing Authority,

. + Federal Ministry of Commercé and Industry

- Exptanatory Note

» + The effectof this amendmentis ‘that specific import licence is now required

. for the importation of fresh lemon fruits into Nigeria while lémon juice and

lemon barely water may beimportedtwithout specific import licence.
l . A . - ¢$
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CUSTOMS AND EXCISE MANAGEMENTAct, 1958

1 (No. 55 oF 1958)

Open General Import Licence:(Hong Kong) No: 1 of 1963 (No.2
Amendment Notice, 1964 -

Comniencement : 17th September, 1964

In exercishof the powers conferred by section 4 of the Imports Prohibition
Order, 1959, the Import Licensing Authority hereby amendsthe Schedulé.ta
the Open. General Import Licence referred to herein.

. The Schedule to the Open Géneral Import Licence (Hong Kony)
Ng,‘tof 1963 is hereby amended by the deletion of the following item-
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yr Import Item No.
ce Group

“24, 'Lemon Fruig eas 051: 90”

2. This notice may be cited as the Ope ‘General Import Licence (Hong
Kong) No. 1 of 1963 Amendment (No.2) Notice, 1964 and shall apply
throughout the Federation.

‘ ' .

AIApE this 17th day of September, 1964. 4 \

. ‘t. B, Evumezez,
Import Licensing Authority,

Federal Myistry of Commerce and Industry

“ EXPLANATORY Nore

The effect ofthis amendmentis that specific iimportlicence is nowrequired
for the importation of fresh lémonfruits into Nigeria while. lemon juice and
lemon barely waiter may beeimported without specific importlicence.
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L.N.106 of 1964 ; *
fe - CUSTOMS AND!EXCISE‘MANAGEMENT ACT, 1988

oS Lb “GXo..55 oF 1958)

Open GGeneral Ichport Licence*(All Countries) No. 1 of 1964
of ‘Amendment Notice, 1964

Ct‘ommencement: 17th September, 1964 |

In exercise ofthe powers conferred by Section 4 of theImports Prohibition
Order, 1959, the Import Licensing Authority hereby amends the Second

- Schedule to the Open General Import Licencereferred to herein:

1. The .Second Schedule to the Open General Import Licence (All
Countries) No, 1 pf 1964 is hereby amendedbythe deletion of the following
item—  b i

ae Import 4 Item
Group 3 No.

“22. Lemons - .- ~~ 53 4 50"

_ ang{additionofthe following iteitem-— o

4 (22! Lemon, Fruit . .* - O51 Soa?ruit , oe, te

=

Amendment
of LN. 56
Ot 1b.
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Citation _ 2, ‘This Notice may‘be cited as the Open General Import, Licence (All

and appli-. Countries) No. 1 of 1964 Amendment Notice, 1964 and shall apply through-
cation, out the Federation.

MADEin Lagos this 17th day of September,1964.

i ; - J.B. Excaeze,
ig f Import Licensing Authority, -

Po. a ' Federal Ministry of Commerce and Industry

in
EXPLANATORY Note
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Theeffectofthis amendmentis that specific importJicencpis nenow required
for the importation of fresh lemonfruits into Nigeria while lemonjuice and
lemon barely water[may be imported,without specific importlicence:

 

L.N. 107 of 1964
i

’ Bo.

CUSTOMS AND EXCISE MANAGEMENT ACT, 1958
; i, ; - : -(No.-55 oF 1958)

oo . “Open General Import Licence (Netherlands) No. 2.0f 1964

C Amendment(No. 2) Notice, 1964,

Commencement : 17th September, 1964, -
In exercise of the powers conferred by section 4 of thé:jenports Prohibition

Order, 1959, the Import Licensing Authority hereby amends the Schedule
to the Open’General ImportLicence (Nietheriands).

Amend- — OO a Schedule to the Open General Import Licence (Netherlands)
ment of : No.2 1964 iis hereby amended by-the deletion therefrom of the following
L.N. 47 of : item * Ne

. 1964and - . a .

', LIN. 86 of i Import Item ‘
1964, : ‘ - Group. No.

% "22 Lemon.. .. ~ . 053. - 50

. aplithesubstitution thereto of the following item— ;

S "22 Lemon,Fruit . 2, 054 90

Citation , 2. This notice may becited as the Open’ General Import Licence& (Nether:
andappli- —— Jands): Nox 2 of 1964 Amendment (No. 2) Notice, 1964 and :‘shall apply

cation. " throughout'the Federation. ;

"> Mangthis 17th dayof September, 1964. a
“oe
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a
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. 7 J. B. ELUMEZE, .

os Import Licensing Authority,
, 3 _ HederalMinistry of Commerce and Industry

Goo7. | Explanatory NorTE ot

Theeffect ofthis amendmentis that specific’import Hicence jis now required
. for the importation of fresh lemon fruits into Nigeria while lemon juice and
- lemon barely water may be iniported without specific import licence.
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1,
2,
3.

4,
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17.
18.
19,
20;
21,,

23.

25.
26.
7

28.
29,
30,
31.
32,

. Marking. - b
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THE MERCHANT SHIPPING (L0:AD LINE) |RU JES,ay
: “a :

‘ARRANGEMENTOF RULES

Part I.—GENERAL

de

Citation. ‘ 4
Applicatign, 3 0 :
Interpretation...” i wt
Revocation. ; m

Parr II.--Strveys |

Application for ILoad Liné Certificate.
Load Liné Survey:
Annual Suryey.

3 ~ Parr IT. -Loap Liye Marks
ve

Methodof niarking, a
Marks-on steamers. -

. Marks on sailing ships. |
‘Timberload lines. my 7 .
Tankers, and special type steamers:
Marks of Assigning Authority.

Part IV.---CERTIFICATES

. Form andissue of loadline certificate.
Delivery, of certificatés,

» Parriy, vetaQF ASSIGNMENT | |: 4!
i Openingsiin- Freeboprd and “upersimuctured‘Decks

2
a
r
o
m
,

Hatchwaysnot protected.
Hatchway coamings.
Hatchway.covers.
Hatchway beams and fore-and-afters. . ;
Carriers or sockets. - oo , CS
Cleats. oo Do _
Battens, vwedges and tarpaulins. ae :
Security of hatchwaycovers. ° ,
Closing aftangements: coamyings.-
Machinery space openings: freeboard and raised quarter deck!

e
o

”

Machinery space openings! superstructure decks other th.an raised
quarter decks.. r

Machinery space openings with closing appliances less than Class 1.
Flush bunker, scuttles. io 48
Companionways. oo, mY .
Ventilators. gO
Air pipes. , : i ¢ oO :

. ‘ * tT > e i

i Openingsin the Sides of Ships ,

Gangway, cargo, coaling ports ete. r
Scuppers andsanitary discharge pipes.
Side scuttles. = oa.
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36.
37.
38.
39.

* 40.
41.

43,

#

45,

47.
48,
49,

51.

a
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hg i Miscellaneous Provisions
y a :

Guardrails. | _

Freeing ports.’ | .

Protectionof crew. ;

Special provision for exceptional ships.

Parr VI---COMPUTATION OF FREEBOARDS FOR STEAMERS

Freeboards-for steamers.
‘Length.. = : ~
Breadth. . 0

Moulded depth.

Depthfor freeboard. oe
Coefficient of tingness. :

t
e
e

8

Strength:

Strength to he adequate... i

Superstructures , cae

,

Height of superstructure. .
Standard height.
Length of superstructure.

. Enclosed superstructure.- 8
Superstructure bulkheads

»

Appliances for Closing Access Openings in Bulkheadsat‘ends: of -

a
m
a
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e
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55,
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62,
63.

. Class’ closing appliances.

Detached Superstrictures:
a“

Class. 2 tlosing appliances.
‘Ternporaryclosing appliances: “*

Etfective Length of Detached Superstructures

Application of Rules S6:t0 61.
General. _
Poop. | o 1.
Raised qnarter deck.
Bridge.
Forecastle. cs
Trunks. .
Openings without permanent means of closing.
Deductionsfor superstructures. :

°

Sheer

g
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. General, oa

, Standard sheer profile. oF

a
e
a

.* Measurement ofvariations.

. Correction for variations.
Addition ter deficiency.

. Deduction tor excess.

s
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. . .
Round of Beam .

Standard:
Correction,
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73.
74,

75.
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76.

.77

78.
79,
80.
81.

83.
84.
85.

86.

87.

89 .

90.
91,
92.
93.

+

94,
95.

96.

97,

B
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98.
99, }

100.
101.
102,

— 103:
104.

“Bulwarké-

. Minimum Freeboards *

Summer. , uO
Tropical.
Winter, a ;
Winter North Atlantic. :
Fresh water. ib :

Freeboardtable. .

's

Parr VII.—CompuraTion oF FREEBOARDSFoR SAILING SyirPs

Computation of freeboard, ° Se .
Depthfor freeboard. .
Coefficient of fineness
Superstructuresin wooden ships.

. Deductions for superstructures.
Minimum freeboards.
Freeboard table for sailing ships.
Freeboard for woodensailingships. . “ %

ma
nn
Y
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Part VIII.—FReepoarps FOR STEAMERS CARRYING TIMBER
Deck CarcGoEs :

Assignment
1 : . L *

} -

Supplementary Conditions of Assignment

Construction.
“ Superstructures.
‘Machinery casings.
Double bottom tanks,

Steering arrangements,
Tashings.

Computation of Freeboard

Computation. :
Special cases,

Part IX.—FREEBOARDS FOR TANKERS

Assignment. es
2 ae

Supplementary Conditions ofAssignment

Construction. & : ee
Forecastle. |
Machineryspaces.
Gangways.

. Protection of crew,etc.
q-Hatchways. . :

Ventilators.
Freeing arrangements.
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105.

106.

107,

108.

109.

110,

‘lll.

112.

113.

114,
115}

'

116.

117.

119,

2 Computation of Freeboard

Computation.

Deduction for detached superstructures.

Deduction for excess sheer. .

Winter NorthAtlantic.

Freehoard:table for tankers. .

Special provision. +
. 7

—-

Parr X.—FREFBOARDS FoR Surps oF SpEcraL Tyre’

Freebvards in special cases.
\

- t

Part XI.—Loap Lines
Steamers. , i

Sailing ships.

Steamers carrying deck timber cargoes, .

Boundaryports.

/.
Part XII. *

“Load Line. .

Depth.

118. Position of load line.

Freeboard.

“ WATERS ONLY.

wt

“
e
t
e

120. Conditions of Assignment.

Delegation of powers.121.

_ First SCHEDULE

SECOND. SCHEDULE -— Form LL.1—International Load Line Certificate.

-- Form LL.2-—-International Load LineCertificate.

_

°

Form L1..3-—International LoadsLine Certificate.

_* > Form LL.4—-Nigerian Load Line Certificate.

Foorm LL.5Nigerian Load Line Certificate:
f

‘THIRD SCHEDULE.

APPENDIX [

-- Fees.

Zones and Seasonal Areas.

- Table of scantlings.
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Loap Lines FOR STEAMERS PLYING ON INLAND
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L.N.108 of 1964 7 ;-

" “MERCHANT SHIPPING.‘ACT, 1962

(1962, No. 30)

The Merchant Shipping (LoadLine)Rules, 1964

Commencement : 17th September,. 1964
‘ei. . Inexercise of the powers conferred by:section 201 ofthe Merchant Shipping

Act, 1962, the Federal Minister of Transport hereby makes the following
-Rules -— . ¢
a aoe . . +

Pua Parr I.—GENERAL |

Le.‘These Rules may be ‘cited as the Merchant Shipping (Load Line) Citation:.
Res.1964. : ) %

. TheseRules shall apply to all Nigerian’ ships subject to the provisions”. Application.
i ofsections 202 and229 of theAct andalso to alloother ships subjectto the pro-

visions of Chapter 36 of the Act.

3. In these Rules unless the context otherwise requires— ,* ' .  Interpreta-
“Amidships”’ means the middieof the length of the sumuyer. load vwater tion.

line’as defined inRule 41 ;

‘‘Assigning Authority”, meansthe Minister, Lloyd's Register of Ship-
ping, the British Committee of the Bureau Veritas, or the British Technical
Committee of the American’Bureau of Shipping; .- #

“Conditions of Assignment” means the conditions of assignment set Co
out in Part V ofthese Rules; i ; ot qo

“Freeboard. Deck” means theuppermost complete deckhaving per-
manent means of closing all openingsin weather portions of the deck in
accordance with Rules 17 to 24, and in flush deck ships and ships having‘
“detached superstructures means the upper deck. In ships havingdis-
continuous freeboard decks within superstructures which are not intact,
or whicharé-notfitted with Class 1 closing“ appliances as defined in Rule
52, the lowest line of the deck bélow, the superstructure deck shall be
deemed to be thefreeboard deck ;

“Flush Deck ship" means a ship which has no superstructure ‘on, the
freeboard. deck ; rs

“Load Line Ship” means any-sea--going ship which is nota ship to
which rules made or deemed to_have,beent made pursuantto section 202

+ Of the Act apply, or in respect ‘of Which acertificate issued under sub-
’ section 3 of that section is in force.

“Special Steamer Freeboard” meansa freeboard assigned under Part X
: of these Rules ;

. ' “Steamer” includes all ships having sufficient means for mechanical
* propulsion, andforthe purposes ofthese Rules lighter, bargeorothership . _
without independent means of propulsion, wher towed, is deemed fo be
asteamer;  - | .

“Superstructure”-means' a.decked structure, on the freeboard. :deck
extending from sideto side of the ship, and includes‘a “raised quarter. deck”
and‘‘superstructure‘déck” mea Ss the deck forming the top of a superstruc-
ture’; roo : - so ¢

. , : : , 5



B 384 Jd . | |
“Surveyor” means a Surveyor appointed by theassigning authority.

“Tanker” includes all steamers specially constructed for the’carriage of

» 4 liquid’ cargoes im bulk ; a . -

“Tanker Freeboard” means a freeboard assigned underPart IX of these . t

Rules ; :

“Timber Cargo Regulations” means any regulations, for the time being

in force under. section-225 of the Act ; ‘

“Timber Deck Cargo” means a cargo of timber carried on an uncovered

part of a frecboard or superstructure deck, but does not include a cargo of

wood'pulp or similar substance; m

“Timber Freeboart’” means a freeboard assigned under Part VIII of

. these Rules, . :

‘Revocation. _ 4. All references to Load Lines in the following enactments are hereby

. revoked— - ?

' (a) The Surveyof Vessels (Sea-going) Regulations, 1959, and

" (b) The Surveyof Vessels (Inland Waters) Regulations, 1959.

.

.

q

BS

i : > * Part I].—Surveys

‘ Application 5.—(1) Everyapplication for the issue or renewal ofa load line certificate .

*. for load shall be made by or on behalf of the owner of the ship to anAssigning “«

line certifi- Authority. .cate. ;
(2) Everyapplication for the issue-or renewal of’a load ‘line certificate in

3 ". respect of timber freeboards shall be accompanied by such: plans as the
‘ Assigning Muthority may require, showing the fittings arid arrangements for:

i ‘stowing arfd securing timber deck cargoes in’ accordance with Part VIIT of

G these Rules and anyregulations which may be made under section 225 (1)
2. | - of the Merchant Shipping Act, 1962; 4 oo 4

(3) Every application forthe issue or renewal of a load line certificate in.

respect of tanker ‘freeboards shall be accompanied by such plans as the |

Assigning Authority may require; showing the fittings and arrangements

‘ provided or to he provided for the purpose of complying with Part IX of.
these Rules. : : a

(4) On every such application, there shall be paid by the owner the pres-

cribed fee as laid down in the Merchant Shipping(Fees) Regulations, 1963.

Load Line —*6.-~-(1) The Assigning Authorityshallypon receipt of the application and
Survey. of the prescribed fee cause the ship to be surveyed by a qualified surveyor

, as hereinafter provided. * i *

(2) The surveyor shall survey the ship with a vjew to satisfying himself— .

_(a) that the material and workmanshipofall parts of the hull of the ship
arein all respects satisfactory and efficient and’ that having regard tothe

. a period for which theload line certificate is to be issued or renewed the hull

~ + is in good condition internally and externally ; so

(b) that if the keel of the ship was laid on or after Ist July, 1932, she
a . é complies with the Conditions of Assignment to the extent thereby required

5 fo . in her case ; or if the keel was laid befére that date, she coniplies with the ©

i _. Conditions of Assignmentin principleandalso in detail so far as is reason-
able and practicable having regard to the efficiency of the protection of

- openings, the guard rails, the freeing ports, and the meansof access to the
crew’s quarters provided by the arrangements, fittings and appliances
existing on the sidp at the time of survey; ' . oo. .

A
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‘
(c) in the case, of an application for the issue orrenewal of a certificate

; in respect of timber freeboards; that the ship also complies with the
/ _ provisions of Part VIII of these Rules’to the extent thereby required in her

Case’; ” .

(d) in the case ofan application for the issue or renewal ofa certificate
in respect of.tan‘er freeboards, that the ship also complies with the. provi-

. sions of Part IX of these Rules to the extent thereby required in her case ;
‘ and re . ; A. : “LE

_ 23*(e) in the case of an application for the issue’‘or renewal of a.certificate
L an respect of special steamer freeboards, that the ship also com plies with the

provisions of Part X of these Rules to the extent thereby required in her
caS€. . . a

é

-(3):On thé completion of: the survey the surveyor shall forward to the
Assigning Authority a renort}stating the result of the survey and containing -
such particulars of the’ ship as are required. by the Assigning Authority to.
enable-them to assign the appropriate freeboards to the.ship. fg

_ (4) Onrecdipt of the surveyor’s report the Assigning Authority,if satisfied
that the ship:tomplies with the appropriate provisions of these Rulesto the

Le extent thereby required in her case, shall assign freeboards to the ship, in.

‘- accordance with such’ of these Rules as are applicableto the ship, and shall
"furnish the ownerwithparticulars as to the nature of the load lines andof the

positionih which the deck line.and the load lines are to be marked on the ship.
7, 7—(1) Every application for the survey of a ship under subsection (7) of.

. section 208 of the Act for the purposeof seeing whetherherload line certificate
‘ should remainin force shall be made by or’on behalf of the qwner to the ©
Assigning Authority by whom the certificate was issued.” "
. (2) There shall be paid in respect of such surveythe prescribéd fee.

(3) The Assigning Authority shall, upon receipt of the application and
_ of the prescribed fee, cause the ship to be surveyed by a qualified surveyor.

(+) The surveyor shall survey the ship with a viewto satisfying himself -

'. (a) that the fittings and appliances forthe protection of openings, the
guardrails, the freeing ports and the means of access to the crew's quarters
have been maintained on the ship-inas effective a condition as they were
in whemthecertificate was issed; aod _ vo

(b) that no material alterations have taken place in the hull or super-
” structures of the ship which dffect the positions of the load lines. °

an
T
y

. om (5) Upon.completion of the survey to the satisfaction of the surveydr, he
shall forward a report thereon to the Assigning Authority and endorse on
the certificate a statementthatthe survey of the ship has been socompleted.

' Part IIJ,—Loap Ling Mars a
fF - oe

8. On receiving from the assigning Authority the particulars as to thé deck
line and load lines as provided in Rule 6,the ownershall cause to be marked
on each side of the ship, to the satisfaction of the suryeyor, the appropriate

marks in accordance with this Part of these Rules. ~

9. The disc, lines and letters described in: Rule 10 shall be marked in
-such manner as in thesurveyor’s opinion will make them plainly visible. ;

“ They shall be painted in white or yellow on adark ground or in black on a i

_ light grourd,sand shall also be carefully:cut in or centre-punched on the }
| sides. of iron and-steel ships, and on woodships shall be cut into thé planking,

“Y for at least bne-eighth ofan inch.
7: §
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Marks on.
steamers.-

o
T

Timber
load?
lined.

3

- Tirfes as follows :— “ p
0. A steamer shall be: marked on each side with a deck line and load

f

(a) A deck line which shall be a horizontal line twelve inches in length

and one inch in breadth marked amidships with its upper edge passing
through the point where th¢ continuation outwards of the upper surface

of the freeboard deck intersects the outer surface of the shell. (See

figure 1). Where the deck is partly sheathed amidships, the upper edge:

‘of the deck line shall pass through the point where the continuation -

outwards of the uppersurface of the actual sheathing atamidships,inter-

sects the outer surface of the shell. | ‘4

“DECK LINE
" :

level2 oe vee .  
_2i"FORWARD...9"oy

TF

    
BIGURE 1.

(6) A loadlinedisc twelve inches in diameterintersected by ahorizonal
line eighteen ‘inches.in length and one inch in breadth, the upper edge of

‘ which passes through the centre of the disc. The disc shall be marked ~
’ amidships helowthe deckline. . ae

(c) Horizontal lines nine inches in length and oneinch in breadth which. |
extend from, andare at right angles to, a vertical line 21 inches forward
of the centre of the disc (see figure 1).and which indicate the maximum
depth to which the ship may be loaded in different circumstances and in
different seasons. These linesare as follows :— “ye

The Summer Load Line indicated by the upper edge of the line which
passes through the centre of the disc and also by the upper edge of a
line marked 5, © - :

M
U
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The Winter Load Line indicated by the ubper edge ofa line marked W.
eee

The Winter North Atlantic Load Line indicatéd by the upper edge ofa

line marked WNAj«This line shall not be marked on a steamer over

330 feet in length not being a tanker or a steamet of special type to which.
Rule 1applies. : 2

“A

The Tropical 1,oad Line indicated by the upper edge of a line marked 'T,-

‘The Fresh Water Load Line in summerindicated by the upper ‘edge
of aline marked F.

The Tropical Fresh V¥‘ater Luad Line indicated by the upper edge of a
line marked TF.

11. A sailing ship shall be marked on each side ofthe ship with a deckline
- and a Winter North Atlantic load line as providell im Rule 10 and with a
Fresh Water Load Line indigated by the upper weeof aline marked Fr,
Gee figure 2).

 

FIGURE 2 |

“42. Eyery ‘steamer to‘which timberIdad lines are assignedin accordance
with Part{VIII of these Rules shall be marked with the following lines im

; addition“3 the lines referred to in Rule 10:-—

Horizontal lines nine inchessia length and one inch jin breadth, which
extend from, and are at right angles to, a vertical line marked. twenty-one

t
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inches abaft the: centre of the disc (see figure 3) and which indicate the
maximum timber lnad lineg in different circumstances and in different
seasons. ‘Theselines are as followsmT BO :

The ‘Summer Timber Loud Line indicated by the upper edgeof a line
marked LS. 1 : \ mS

The Winter Timber Load Line indicated by the upper edge of a line
marked LW. . ot 2 _

_ The Winter North Ailantic Timber Load Line indicated by the upper =
edge ofa linemarked LWNAS- . : in

The Tropical Timber LoadLink indicated by the upper edge of line
marked LT. | oS | :

‘The Fresh Water Timber Load Line in summerindicated by the upper
edge of a line marked LF. ° : -

‘The Fresh Water Timber Load Line in the Tropical Zone: indicated
by the upper edge of a line marked LTF.  ~

‘

eo | DECKLINE a

  
ts

asd

LWNA

j “amore aires

FIGURE 3.

aos JA3. Everytanker to which atanker freeboard is assigned in accordance
Type. with Part IX of these-rules and every steamer of special type to which a
Steamers. freeboard is assigned in accordance with Part X of these Rules shall be

marked with the lines referred to in Rule 10 ptovided'that the Winter North ,
Atlantic Load Line shall always be marked whatever the length of the

_ steamer. a ,
e
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"44. For the purpose ofindicatingthe name of the Assigning Authority by,
>

whom the fréeboards have been assigned,letters measuring about 4} inches”

by 3 inches may be marked alongside the disc and above the line throughthe

centre of the disc. r

Part [V.—CERTIRICATES

15. Every load line certificate in respect’ of freebgards assigned toa ship

’ shall be issued by the Assigning Authority by who those freeboards were

assigned and shall be in such one ofthe forms sct ouf in the Second, Schedule

* to these Rules as is appropriate to the case,or in suchfother form substantially «

to the like effect as the Minister mayfrom time to time direct.

16.—(1) On the Assigning Authority being satisfied that the ship has been

marked to the surveyor’s satisfaction:as required by these Riles and that the

prescribed fee has been paid,the certificate shall be delivered to the applicant

with a certified copy thereof.

(2) A further certified copy of. each certificate issued by an Assigning

Authorityother than the Minister, shall be sent to the Minister.

Parr V.—COonpDITIONS OF ASSIGNMENT

Openings in Freeboard ahd Superstructure Decks

17. ‘The construction and fitting of cargo and éther hatchways in exposed.

positions on frecboard and superstructure decks shall be atleast equivalent to

the standardslaid down in Rules 18to 24, 2
qo!

18.—{1) The height of hatchway coamings onfreeboard decks shall be at

= |dast 24 inches above the deck. The height of coamings on superstructure

decks shall be at least 24 inches above the deckif situated within a quarter of

the'ship’s length from the stem, andat east 13 inchesif situated elsewhere.
q

(2) Coamings shall be of steel, shall be substantially construeted and,

where requiredto be 24 inches high,shall befitted with an efficient Horizontal

stiffener placed not, lower than 10 inches belowtheupper edge, anil with
efficient brackets or stays from thestiffener to the deck, at intervals of: not

more .than 10 feet. 5 i

19,—(1) Covers to exposed hatchways shall be efficient, and wherethey are
made of wood, the finished thickness shall be at least 23 inches in association
with a span of not more than 5 feet. The width of each bearing‘surtace for

wood hatchwaycavers shall be at least 24 inches. °

(2) Theends of the wood covers shall be protected by galvanised steel
bands efficiently secured, except that this requirementshall not apply to wood

covers in use before Ist January, 1947, but when in the opinion of the

Assigning Authority the renewal of a wood cover becomes necessary, effect

shall be givento this requirement. i nS

20. Where wood hatchway covers aré! fittedthe hatchway beams andfore-

and-afters shall be on the scantlings and spacing given in Table 1 in Appendix |

| to:these Rules, where coamings 24inches high are required, andas given in

j
i rn 4
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‘Vable 2 of the said Appendix where coamings 18 inches high are required.
Angle bar mountings on the upper edge shall extend continuously for the
full lengthof each beam. Wood’ fore-and-afters shall be steel shod atall
bearing surfaces. ,

21. Carriers or.sockets for hatchway beams and foré-and-afters shall be of
steel at least 4 inch thick, and shall have a width of bearing suszface of at least

uto

3 inches. ‘ .. ;

22.—(1) Strong cleats at least 24 inches wide shall be fitted at intervals of
not more than2 feet from centre to centre ; the end cleats shall be placed not

.more than 6 inches from each corner of the hatchway. 7

_. (2) Cleats shall be of.a pattern approved by the Assigning Authority and
shall be set to fit the taper. of the wedges: .

Provided that these requirements shall not apply to any ship the keel of
which was laid before 1st January, 1947.

23.—(1) Battens and wédgesshall be efficient and in good condition.

. (2) Wedges shall be made from tough wood cut to a taper of 1in 6 and
shall not be less than 4 inch thick at the toe; *

Provided that these requirements shall not apply to any ship the keel of
which was laid before 1st January, 1947. “ ,

° (3) Atleast two tarpaulins in good condition; thoroughly waterproofed
and of ample strength, shall be provided for each hatchway in an exposed
position on freeboard and superstructure decks. The material of the tar-
paulins shall be guaranteed free from jute, and the minimum weight of the

_, material, before treatment, shall be 19 ozs. per square yard if to be tarred,

18 ozs. per square yardif to he chemically dressed or 16 ozs. per square yard
for black oil dressing. , f j

4 ae

_24.—(1), Where the cuamings are required to be 24 inches high— r

. (a) steel bars or other equipment shall be provided for efficiently and
‘independently securing each section of hatcpway covers, after the: tar-
paulins are battened down;
(4) at all other hatchways in exposed positidns on freeboard and super-
structure decks, ring holts or otherfittings for4lashings shall be provided;
‘and , : ;

&

(c) where the hatchway covers extend over‘intermediate supports steel
bars or their equivalent shall be fitted at each end of each section of the
covers; -

Provided that in the case of any ship the keel of which was laid before 1st
January, 1947, the foregoing requirements of thisRule shall not apply unless
in the opinion of the Assigning Authority compliance therewith would be
reasonableand practicable. Ft

_ (2) Where, by, Virtue of the proviso to paragraph (1) of this Rule, the
foregoing provisidns of-the said paragraph (1) do not apply in the case-of any
ship; the following provisions shall apply—

(2) at all hatchways in exposed positions on the freeboard and super-
. structuredecks, ring bolts or otherfittings for lashings shall be provided ; —

(6) wherethe breadth of the hatchway exceeds 60 per cent of the breadth
of the deck in the wayof the hatchway and the coamings are required to be
24 inches high,fittings for special lashings shall be provided forsecuring the
hatchwaycovers after the tarpaulins are battened‘ down.

i .
i 2
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2525.—(1) Careo, coalihg and other hatchways in the freeboard deck within
superstructures which are fitted with closing appliancesless efficient than *
Class 1 but notless efficient than Class 2 shall have coamingsat least 9 inches
in height and closing arrangements as effective as thosé required forsexposed
cargo hatchways wHagecoamings are 18 inches ltigh.2 os

ways shall have-coamingsat least TSsinches. in height, and shall have fittings
‘and closing arrangements as effective as those required for exposed eargo
hatchwray8.

26.—(1) Machinery space openings in exposed positions onfreeboard and
raised quarter decks shall be properly framed and efficiently enclosed bysteel
casirigs of ample strength. doors in such casings shall beofsteel, efficiently

_ stiffened, permanently attached, and capable of being closed and secured
from both sides. Thesills of openings shall be at least 24 inches above the
freeboard. deck andatleast 18 inches above the raised quarterideck.

(2) Fiddley, funnel and ventilator coamings shall be as high above the deck
‘ as is reasonable and practicable. Fiddley openings shall have strong stéel
covers permanently attached in their proper positions.

27.—(1) MachinerysSpace openings in exposedpositions on superstructure
decks other thanraised quarter decks shall be properly|framéd and efficiently
enclosed by strong steel casings. Doors in such casings shall be’ strongly
constructed, permanently attached, and capable of being closed and secured
from both sides. Thesill of the openings shall be at least-5 inches above
superstructure decks. fh

(2) Fiddley, tunnel and ventilator coamings shall be as high,‘above the deck
as is reasonable and practicable. Fiddley openings shall hate strong steel
covers permanentlyattachedin their proper positions.

a

iL
gt

(2) Where the closingappliancesareless efficient than Class 2, thé hatch-

28. Machinery space openings in the freeboard deck within superstruc-_
‘tures whichare titted with closing appliances less efficientthan Class 1.shall
“be properly framed andefficiently enclosed by steelcasings. Doors in such
casings shall be strongly constructed, permanently attached and capable of
being securely closed. ‘Thesills of the openings shall be at least Y iriches

- above the deck where the superstructures are closed by Class 2 closing
appliances, and at least 15 inches above the deck where the closing appliances
are less efficient,than Classi2. ° 4

29.—(1). Flugh bunker scuttles may only be fitted in aloerstructure decks,
exceptin the case of small shipsin special trades where they maybe littediin
other positions bypermission of the Assigning Authority. .
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(2) Such scuttles shall be of iron or steel, of substantial construction, wih
screwor bayonet joints. Where a scuttle is not secured by hingep,ja per-
manent chain attachment shall be provided. te

30. Companionwaysin exposed positiongon freeboard decks andon decks
of enclosed superstructures shall be of subsfantial construction. The sills of
the doorwaysshall he of the heights specified for hatchway coamings in Rules
18 and 25. The doors shall be strongly eonstructed and capable of being
closed and secured from both sides. Where the: companionwayis situated.
within a quarter of the ship’s length from the stem, it shall be of steel anit
riveted to the deck plating. soe, ; #
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Ventilators: 31.—(1) Ventilators in exposed ‘positions on freeboard and superstructure

decks to spaces belowfreebuard.decks or decks of superstructures which are

intact or fitted-with Class 1 closing appliances shall havecoamings of steel, :
substantially constructed, and efficiently connected to the deck by rivets

spaced four diaméters apart centre to centre, or by equally: effective means.

a The deck plating at the base of the coamingshall be efficeintlystiffened:
+ between the deck beams. ‘The véntilatorjopenings shall ‘be provided with
7 efficient closing arrangements. 4 4 - Q.
Fa * (2) Where such ventilators are :situatedon the freeboard deck within a

quarterofthe ship’s-lerigth fromthe stem, and the closing arrangements ofthe _
- ventilators are of a temporary character, the coaming shall be at east 36:

inches in height ; in:nther exposed positions on the superstructure deck they -
are to be at least 30 inches in height. Where the coaming of any ventilator’

, exceeds 36 inches in height, it shall be specially supported. and secured.

. Air pipes, 32. Where the air pipes to ballast‘and other tanks extend above freeboard or
superstructure decks, the exposed parts of the pipes shall be of substantial

te constructionthe height from the deck to the opening shall be at least 36
# ' . inehes in wells on freeboard decks, 30 inches on raised quarter decks, and 18
: . inches onother superstructure decks. Efficient means sKall be provided for

closing the opénings ofthe air pipes.“ a

, is 8
X f° - OPENINGS IN THE SIDES OFSHIPS _

Gangway, 33. Openingsin the gides of ships below the freeboard deck shall be fitted
cargo, with watertightdoors or covers which, with their securing applianges, shall be
coaling .of sufficient strength. ,., .
ports etc. . . vie

Scuppers, 34.1) Discharges led through the ship’s sides from spaces below the
_ and sani- freeboard deck shall be fittsd with efficient and accessible means for pre-
hyaise venting water ffom passing inboard. Eachseparate discharge shall have —

» pipes. _ either an automatic non-return valve with a positive meansiof closing it froma ‘
position above the treeboard deck, or two automatic non-return valves
without positive meansof closing, provided that the uppervalveis situated so
that it is always accessible for examination under service conditions.: The
positive action valve shall be readily accessible and is to be provided with
means for showing whether the valve is open or’closed.

(2) The, foregoing provisionsof this Rule shall apply to discharges from
spaces within enclosed superstructuresif, and to the extent that, the Assigning
Authority consider necessary having regard to the type andlocation of the

- inboard ends of such openings. 4 oS

(3) Where scuppers are fitted in superstructures not fitted with Class 1
closingappliances theyshall haveefficieht means for preventing the accidental
admission of water below-the freeboard: deck, ae

(4) Cast iron shall not be accepted fot valve and discharges led through the
- ship’s sides below the freeboard deck or. through the sides: of enclésed

superstructures.; a os ‘ .

Provided that this requirementshall not applyto such valves and discharges
‘in any ship the keel of which was laid before 1st January, 1947, unlegs in the
case of valves these are attached to the sides of the ship.: to

Side, 35.—(1) Side scuttles to spaces\below the freeboard”deck, or to spaces
scuttles. belowthe superstructure deck Of superstructures closed by Class 1 or ‘Class 2

: closing appliances, shall be fittld with efficient inside de#dlights permanently
attached in their proper positions so that they can be effectively closed and
secured watertight. o i: ° + . '
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(2) Where, however, such spaces in superstructures are appropriated to
. passengers, otherthan steerage passengers, or to cfew,the side scuttles may
haveportable deadlights stowed adjacentto thesifle stuttles, provided they
are readily accessibleat all times on service. oe

(3) The side scuttles and: deadlights shall be of substdntial construction and
of types approved by the Minister.

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS - -
36. Efficientguardrails or bulwarks*shall bé-fitted on all expdésed portions

of freeboard and superstructure decks. ~E .

37.—(1) Where bulwarks on the weather portions of freeboard or super-
structure decks form “wells”, ample provision shall be made for fapidly
freeing the decks of water andfor draining them. ‘The minimumfreeifig port
area on eachside of the ship for each ‘‘well” on freeboard decks andonraised
quarter decks shall be that-givenbythe followingscale ; the minimumareafor
each well on anysuperstructure deck other than a raised quarter deck shall
-be one half the area given by that scale. Where the length ofthe well exceeds
seven-tenths of the length of the ship as defined in Rule 41 the Assigning
Authority may modifythat scale. In ships with less than the standard sheer
the freeing port area shall be increased -as required by the Assigning Authority.

ScaleofFreting Port Area

* Length of Bulwearks Freeing Port'Area
in well in Feet a oneach side in

. Square Feet”
e 15 8.0 °-

20° 0 8.5 ,
. i 25 “9,0
a ; a 30 . : , 9.5

35 10.0 >
. 40 ; : - 7 #405:
45 i ho

60) es :
- 65: Lo 0
Above 65 I square fgot for each addi-

- ‘ tional 5 feet. length of bulwarks.
(2) Phelower edges of the freeingports shall be as near the deck as practi-

. cable and as a gencral rule shall‘not be higher than, the upper edge of the
‘gunwale bar. ‘Two-thirds of the freeing port area required shall be provided

' in the inidship half of the well. . woo .

(3) All such opening in the bulwarks. shail be protected by-rails or bars
spaced about 9 inches apart. If shutters ade fitted to freeing ports, ample
clearance shall be provided -to prevent jamming. Hinges. shall, have brass

- pins. . .
ts

t for the pratection ofthe crew in getting to.and from théir quarters.

shipsshall be equivalent to thaf required for superstructure bulkhéads.
s

—_

; SU ; ‘HLS - . ”
2 55 ah a

My E ep oe i ,
38,—(1) Gangways,lifelinesor other satisfactory meangshall be_provided.

(2) The strength of houses for the accommodation of crew on’ flush deck .
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\ 39. Notwithstanding anything in the foregoing provisions of this Part of-
these Rules, the Assigning Authority.may, in any exceptiofial case, allow:
departures from the said provisions on condition that the freeboards com-
puted for the ship are increasedto stich extent as will, in the opinion of the
Minister,secure that the protection atfurdedto the ship and crewisjotless

* effective than it would beif the ship fully complied with the said provisions
" andthere had been noincrease offreeboards.

A

, Part VI.—CompttTation oF F'REEBOARDS FOR STEAMERS”

-4 of Subject to the provisions of paragraph (c).of subsection (2) of section
2030f the Act and subject to the provisions of Rule 39 of these Rules, the
ireeboards for steamers, other thantankers or steamers of special type to
which freeboards are assigned under Parts IX and X of these Rules,shall be -
computedin accordance with this Part ofthese Rules.

41. Thélength (L):to be used withthese Rules is the length in feet on the

summerload water-line from thefore side of the stem to the afteside of the
rudder post. Where thereis no rudder post, the length is measured, from the
fore side ofthe stem to the axis of the rudder stock. For ships with cruiser
sterns, the length shall be taken as 96 per cent of the total length onthe
designed summer load. water-line or as the length from the fore_side of the

_ stem to the axis of the rudderstockjftlrat be the greater. ot

42. The breadth (B) to be used with these Rules is the maximum breadth ih
feet amidships to the mouldedline of the frameih ironorsteel ships, and ta

-; the outside of the planking in wood or composite ships. ”

43. Thé moulded depthis thevertical distance in feet, measured amidships,
' from the top of the keel-to the top of the freeboard deck beam at the side:

2-In wood or composite ships the distance is measured;from the lower edge of
the keel rabbet. Where the format the lower part of the midshipsection is
cof a hollow character, or where thick garboards are fitted, the depth is
measured from the point where the line of the flat of the bottom*céntinued
inwards cuts the side of the keel. , ¥

 

44.~—{1) The depth (D) to be used with these Rules is the moulded depth
‘oot ’ “ry. . x ° *plus the thickness of stringer plate, or plus "I'(L—S) if that be greater,

where - te. ERT a

T‘istthe mean thickness of the exposed deck cleaz of deck openings, and
“** Sis the total length of superstructuresas definedin Rule 49.

(2) Wherethe topsides are of unusual form, D is thedepth of a midships.
section having vertical topsides, standard round of beam andarea of topside’

. ‘ . . . . ¥: .* “‘section equal to thatin thé actual midship section. _Where there is a step or
break in the topsides (e.g. as in a turret'deck’ship) 70 per ‘centof the area aNove
the step or break is included in the area used to determine the equivalent

‘ section, , j‘

(3) In a ship without an enclosed superstructure covering at least 61
- amidships, -without a complete trunk or without a combination of intact .

partial superstructeres and trunk extending all fore and aft, where D-is less
4oe Le. ne _

— than 15, the depth used with the table set out in Rule 49 shall not be taken as
wy

less than ‘15. 3

;
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45.—(1) The coefficientof fineness (c) to be uséd with these Rulesis given .
‘by the formula :—-

354 |
L.B. d,

where Ais theship's moulded displacement in tons (excluding bossing)at a
. meanmouldeddraught d, whichis 85 percenit of the moulded depth.

 

Ts
. 3. ee

~~coefficient(c) shail not be takenas les§ than .68. Lo

A |:
STRENGTH |

46.—(1) The Assigning Authority shall be satisfied with?the structural
strength of any ship before assigning to it a freeboard.

{2) Ships which comply with the highest standards of the rules of a
- «Classification Society recognised for this purpose by the Minister##Hall-be.
. vregarded as having sufficient strength for the minimum freeboards’allowed ,

ynder these Rules, Me MOR yp

: (3) Ships which do not comply withthe aforementioned standards shall be
assigned such increased freeboards as shall be determined by the Assigning
Authority, having regard to the extent to which the ship complies with the —
following strength moguli :-—

. : sy ‘ é

2 (a) Material—The‘strength moduli are based on the assumption
_ >. that the structure is built, ofnjild stecl, manufactured by the open hearth
, (process (acid or basic); and having a tensile strength of 26 to 32 tons per

squareinch, ang an elongationof at Iéast 16 per cent ona lengthof8 inches.

() Strength-Dejk.—The strength deck is the uppermost deck which is
incerporated into and foryn$ an integral part of the longitudinal girder

. Within the half-length amidships. iy ;
i Oy

" (c) Depth to Strength Deék (Ds).--The depth to stre&gth deck is the
; Xettical distance in feet amidships fromthe top ofthe keel*td the top of the

Strength deck beam atthe side.

ij (2) Draught (d).\-the draught is the vertical distance in feet amidships
a: from the top of thé keel to the centre of the disc.

(e) Longitudinal.dodulas.—The longitudinal modulusyis the momentof
inertia I of the midship section about the neutral axis divided by the dis-
tance y measured from the neutral, axis to the tép of the strength deck
beam at side, calculated in. way of openings but without deductions Yor
rivet holes. : Areas are measured insquareinches and distances in feet.

Belowthestrength deck, all continjious loigitudipalmembers other than
- such parts of the under deck girders as.are required entirely for supporting

_ purposes, are included}, Above the strength deck, the gunwale angle bar
. and the extension of, fhe sheerstrake “are the only members included.

The required longitudinal modulusfor effective material is expressed by
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the formula f.d.B, where f is the factor obtained from the following table— .° .
3
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L. "  £, Pol f.

100 £80 360 - 9.40
(120. =” 2,00, 380 10.30
140 © |. 2.35 400 11.20 ©
160 - 2.70 420 12.15
180 3.15 44() 13.10
200 J 3.60 460. L- 14.15
220 4.20 480 15.15 #

240 . 4.80 ° 500 16.25 -

260 5.45 520. 17.35

280 6.20 540 ° 18.45
300 6.95 560 19.60 :
320 770° 580 20.80

340 8.55 — 600 22.00
 

For intermediate length, the value off is determined by interpolation.

‘This formula applies where L dges not exceed 600 feet, B is between

% +. 5 and x +. 20, both inclusive, and xis between 10 and 13.5, both

inclusive. :

(fy Frame—Forthe purpose ofthe frame modulus, the frameis‘regarded

as composed of a frame angle atid a reverse angle each of the same size
: vs

and thickneés. .%

(g) Frame Modulus---The modulus - of the midship frame below the

lowest tier of beams is the momentofinertia I of the frame section about

the neutral axis divided by the distance y measured from the neutral

. axis to the extremity of the frame section, calculated without deduction

for rivet and bolt holes. ‘The modulus is measured in inch units.

- The required frame modulus is expressed by the formula—

» o(d—t)(f, + fy).
e 1,000
&

where— -
s is the frame spacingin inches;

tis the vertical distance in feet measured at amidships from the top
of the keel to a point midway between the top of the inner bottom at

_ side and the top of the heel bracket (see figure 4) ;“avhere there,is no
double bottom, t is measured to“a point midway between'the top of the

floor at centre and the top ofthe floor atside ; . x

f, is a coefficient depending on H, whieh, in shipsfitted with double
bottoms, is the vertical distance in feet from the middle of the beam
bracket of the lowest tier of beams at side to a point midway between
the top of the inner bottom at side and the top of the heel bracket.
(See figure +). Where there is no double bottom, H is measured to a
-point midway betweenthe top of the floor at centre and the top of the

- floor at side. Where the frame obtains additional strength from the
form of the ship, due allowance is made in the value of f, ;

f, is a coefficient depending on K, whichis the vertical distance in
feet from the top of the lowest tier of beams at side’to g point 7 feet
6 inches above the freeboard deckat side, or, if there is a superstructure, ,

to a point 12 feet 6 inches above the freehold deck at side (see figure +4).
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The'values of f, andfeareobtained from the following tables—
 

 

            

Hinfeet - | O| 7) 9] 11.] 13.) 15 a7 19 21 23) 25

fy } Q

|

11 [12.5] 15

|

19

|

24| 29.5) 36

|

43

|

51

|

59

   

Kinfeet| 0] 5 10 | 15 20 | 25 +30 | 35 40

f | 0 os {10 20 130 45 |os 9.0 | 120
=

       1 1 . ° we

Intermediate values are obtained by interpolation. . -

This formula applies wwhere D is between 15 feet and bo feet, both -
inclusive, B is between }7 7 5 and. 3 + 20 both inclusive, mq is #F

between 10 and 13.5 both inclusive; and the horizontal distance from
: the outside of the frameto the centre.ofthefirst rowof pillars ¢does not
: exceed 20 feet.

In single deck Ships of ordinary form, where IH does not“exceed
'18 feet, the frame modulus determined by the preceding method is
multiplied by the factor f, where f; == .50 -+ .05(H--8),
Where the horizontal distance from the outside of the frameto: the

centre of the first rowofpillars exceeds 20’ feet, sufficient additional
strength shall be providedto the satisfaction of the Assigning Authority.
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SUPERSTRUCTURES:

47. The height of a superstructure is the least vertical height measured

from the top ofthe superstructure deck to the.top of the freeboard deck beams

minusthe difference between D and the moulded depthas defined in Rules

43 and 44,

- 48. The standard height of a raised quarterdeck-is 3 feet for ships up to

and including 100 féet in length, 4 feet for ships 250xfeet in length and 6 feet

for ships 400) feet injlength and above. The standard heightat intermediate

lengthsis obtained by interpolation. 7 |

. 49. The length of a superstructure (S) is the mean covered length of the

parts of the superstructure which extend to thesides of the ship andlie within

lines drawn perpendicular to the extremities of the summer load water-line

as defined in Rule 41.

50. A detached superstructure is regarded as enclosed only where—

(i) theenclosing bulkheads are of efficient construction as required by

Rule 51 ; _ | :
(ii) the access openings in.these bulkheads are fitted with Class 1 or

Class 2 closing appliances (as defined in Rules 52 and 53) ;

(iii) all other openings in sides or ends of the superstructure are fitted

with efficient weathertight means of closing, and _ A

(iz) independeft means df access to crew, machinery, bunker and, other

working spaces within bridges and poopsare at all times available when _

the bulkhead openingsare closed. 4 oO

51.) Bulkheads at exposed ends of poops, bridges and forecastles aredeemed

to be of efficient construction where the Assigning Authority are satisfied .

that, in the circumstances, they are equivalent to the following, standard for

ships with minimum freeboards, under which standard the stiffeners and

plating are of the scantlings given in Table 3 in Appendix:I to these Rules,

the stiffeners. are spaced 30 inches apart, the stiffeners on poop and bridge

front bulkheads have efficient end connections, and those on after bulkheads

of bridges and forecastles extend for thé whole distance between the margin

angles of the bulkheads. -*
. o *

4 Oe
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, APPLIANCES FOR CLOSING ACCESS OPENINGS IN BULKHEADS AT ENDS»

+ . OF DETACHED SUPERSTRUCTURES

" 52.1) Class; 1 closing appliances shall be. closing appliances which

comply with the following conditions—

_ (a) They shall be constructed of iron orsteel ; : . .

(b) Theyshall in all cases be permanently and strongly‘attached to the

bulkhead ; . a

(c) Theyshall be framed,stiffened and fitted so that the whole ‘structure

*

~ is of equivalent, strength to the unpiercedbulkhead, and they shall be __

_Aveathertight whénclosed.

(2) The meansfor securing these appliances shall‘be permanently attached

th the bulkhead or to the appliances and the latter shall be so arranged that

they can be closed.and secured from both sides of thé,bulkhead or from the

deck above. ‘Thesills of the access openings shallbe at least 15 inches above

the deck. a ot Po |
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53. The following closing appliances shall be Class 2 closing appliances : —

_ (7) Strongly framed hard wood hinged doors, which are not more than
30 inches wide'or less than 2 inches thick ; p

(i2) Shifting-boards fitted for the full height of the openingin channels

riveted to the bulkheads, the shifting boards being at least 2 inches thick
where the width of opening is 30 inches or less, and increased in thickness
atthe rate of 1 inch for each additional 15 inches of width ;

(ii) Portable plates of equal efficiency with the appliarices specified in

(7) or(i).
to

TEMPORARY APPLIANCESFOR CLOSING OPENINGS IN SUPERSTRUCTURE

. DECKS

54. Temporary closing appliances for middle line openings in the deck
ofan enclosed superstructureshall be regarded as efficient if they consist of : —

(i). a steel coaming not less than9 inches in height cfitiently riveted to

‘the deck ; “ .

(ii) hatchway covers as required by Rule 19, secured by hemplashings;

(iii) hatchway supports as required by Rules 20 and 21-and Tables 1 or 2
in Appendix I to these Rules; _

4 . i
5 ai if ~ .

: EFFECTIVE LENGTH OF DETACHED SUPERSTRUCTURE -

55. For the purpose of determining the effective length of detached
superstructures, Rules 56-to 61 shall apply. .

56.—(1) Where exposed. bulkheads at the ends of poops, bridges and fore-
castles are not ofefficient construction, they shallbe treated as non-existent.

(2) Where in the side plating of a superstructure: there is an opening not-
provided with permanent.means of closing, the part’of the superstructure in
way of the opening shallbe regarded as havingno effective length.

(3) Where the height of a superstructure is less than the standard,its
length shall be reduced in the ratio of the actual to the standard height.
Where the height exceeds the standard, no increase shail be made in the
length of the superstructure. of i

57.—{1) Where there is an effictent bulkhead and the access openings
are fitted with Class 1 closing appliances} the length of the poop to. the
bulkhead shall be the effective length.,

.

f (2) Where the access openings in an efficient bulkhead are fitted with
Class 2 closing appliances and the length of thé poop to the bulkhead is
5L or less, 100 per cent of that length shall be the effective length ; where
the lengthis .71, or more, 90 per cent of that length shall be theeffective

of that length shall be the effective length ; but where in anyofthese cases an
allowance is given for ari efficient adjacent trunk (see Rule 61), only 90) per

_ cent of the length to the bilkhead shall be the efficient length.
(3) 50 per cent of an open poop or of an open extension of a poop beyond

BR 399!
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58. Where there is an efficient intact bulkhead, the length of the raised

quarterdeck to the bulkhead shall"be the effective length. Where the bulk-

headis not intact, the superstructureshall be regarded as a poop of less than

_ standard height. } i

59.—(1)' Where:there is an efficient bulkhead at each end of the bridge

appliances, the length between the bulkheads shall be theeffective length.

(2) Where the access openings in the forward bulkhead are fitted with

Class 1 closing appliances and the access openings in the after bulkhedd

with Class 2 closing appliances, the length between the bulkheads shall be the

effective, length ; but where an allowance is given for an efficient truiik

adjacentto the after bulkhead (see Rule 61), 90 per centof the length shall be

the effective length. Where the access openings in both bulkheads arefitted

with Class 2 closing appliances, 90 per cent of the length between the bulk-

heads shall be the effective length. Where the access openings in the for-

ward bulkhead are fitted with Class 1 or Class 2 closing appliances and the

access openings in the after bulkhead have no closing appliances, 75 per cent

of the length between the bulkheads shall be the effective length. Where

the access openings in both bulkheads have no closing appliances, 50 per

centof the length shall be the effective length.

(3) 75 percent of the length of an open extension beyond the after bulk-

head, and 50 per cent of that beyond the forward bulkhead, shall be the
, Pe

effective length.

-  60.--(1) Where there is an efficient bidkhead and the access openings are f .

fitted with Class 1 or Class 2 closing apphatises, the lengthofthe foredastle to .

the bulkheadshall be the effective Iength’ Where no closing appliances are

fitted and the sheer forward of amidships is not less than the standard

sheer, 100 per cent of the length of the forecastle forward of .1L from the

forward perpendicular, shall be the effective Jength.

(2) Where thesheer forward is halt the standardsheerorless, 50: per cent

_of thelength shall be the effective length: ; and where the sheer forward is

intermediate between the standard andhalfthe standard sheer, an intermediate _

percentage of that length shall be the effective length.

(3) 50 per cent of the length of an open extension beyondthe bulkhead or

beyond .1L from the forward perpendicular shall be the effective length.

 61.—(1) A trunk orsimilar structure which does not extendto the sides of *:

. the ship shall be regarded aseeeaethat—

(a) the trunk is at least as stro

(6) the hatchways are in the trunk deck and comply with the requirements-

‘and the access openings in the bulkheads are fitted with ‘Class 1 closing .

im
s
m
n

g as a superstructure ; Bee

of Rules 17 to 24 and the width of the trum deck stringer provides a.

satisfactory gangway and sufficientJateral stiffness ;

_ .(c) a permanent working platform fore and aft fitted with guard rails is *

provided by the trunk deck or by- detached trunks connected to other -.

superstructures by efficient permanent gangways; -

(d) ventilatous are protected by the trunk, by watertight coversor by |
é a 2 . :

-equivalent meajs; 8

(e) open rails are fitted onthe weather portions of the freeboard deck in .

way of the trunk for at leastyhalf their length ;

-(f) the machinerycasings areprotected by the trunk, by a'superstructure
of standard height, or by a déckhouse of the same height and of equivalent

strength. ¢ . oe
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(2) Where access openings in poop and bridge bulkheads are fitted’vith -

' Class 1 closing appliances; 100 per cent of the length of an efficient trunk — -

reducedin the:catio of its mean breadth to B (as defined in, Rule“42) shall be

added to the effective length of the superstructures. Where -the access

openings in these bulkheads are not:fitted with Class 1 closing appliances

90 per cent of thelength reduced as above shall be added. _ ’

(3) Where the ‘height’ of the trunk is less than the standardheight as

determined in accordance with Rule 48 the alidition referred to in paragraph
(2) of this: Rule shall be reduced in the ratio of the actual to the standard

. height ; where the heightof the hatchway coamings on thetrunk deck is less

than the height required by Rule 18, a reduction from the actual height of -

trunk shall’ be made.correspondingto the difference betweenthe actual height

of the coaénings and the height required byeRyle 18.

t
r

EFFECTIVE LENGTH QF ENCLOSED SUPERSTRUCTURES WITH MIDDLE LINE,

- OPENINGS a,

62. Where there is an enclosed superstructure with one or more middle ;

line openings in the deck not provided with permanent means of closing in

accordance with Rules 17 to 24, the effective length of the superstructure is
detérmined as follows—- — :

(i) where efficient temporary closing appliances are not provided for the

middle line deck openings in accordance with Rule 54, or the breadth of
opening: is 80 per cent or more of the breadth (B;) of the superstructure

deck at the middle of the opening, the ship shall be regarded as having an

open well in way of each opening, and freeing ports shall be provided in way

. of this well, Theeffective length of superstructure between openings shall

' be ascertained by applying Rules 57, 59 and60.

(it) where efficient temporaryclosing appliances as defined in Rule 5+ are

provided for middle line deck openings and the breadth of openingis less:

than .8 B,the effective length,of superstructure between openings shall be

ascertained by applying Rule$ 57, 59 and 60, except that where access

~ openings in ’tween deck bulkheads are closed by Class 2 closing appli-

ances, they shall be regarded as’ being closed by Class 1 closing appliances.

The total effective length shalk be obtained by adding to the lengththus

- determined the difference between that length and the length of ship,”
modified in the ratio of—

B,-b 7 :

-By, _ ‘where b=breadth of deck opening;

B,-b . - as, J. 7 .

where B, is greater than .5 it istaken as .5.

“DEDUCTIONS FOR SUPERSTRUCTURES

63. Where the effective length ‘of superstructures is, 1.0 L, the eduction

from the freeboardshall be 14 inchesat 80 feetlength of ship, 34 inches'at 280

feet length, and42 inches at 400 feet length and above: deductions at inter-

mediate lengths shall be obtained by interpolation. Where the total effective
. . % au we :
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* bulkheads are fitted with Class 1 closing appliances, and the superstructure, —

length of superstructureis less than 1.0 L, the deduction shall bea percentage”
obtained from the following Table—

2
 

Total Effective Length of Supetstructures (6:9)

Superstructures? |") ab 3b AL OSL OL TL) BL OL (1.0L
  

+. per per per per per per per per'|] per | per per
2 cent

All types with forecastle

and without detached -

bridge .. | o

|

5

|

10] 15 }235

|

32] 46] 63 |75.3 187.7] 100) A

All types with forecastle
and detached bridge *} 0 |6.3 112.7] 19 {27.5 |36} 46] 63 75.3 {87.7 |100] B 
 

*Where the effective length of a detached bridge is less than :2 L the
percentages are obtained by interpolation between linesBand A. -

Where no forecastle is fitted the above percentages are reduced by5.

Percentages for intermediate lengths of superstructures are obtained by
interpolation. .

’ SHEER

64.—(1) The sheer shall be measured from the deck at side to a line of
reference drawn parallel fo the keel through the sheer line at amidships.

(2) In flush deck ships and in ships with -detached superstructurés the
sheer shall be measured at the freeboard deck.

(3) In ships with topsides of unugual form in whichthereis a step or:- break
in the topsides, -the sheer shall be ‘considered in relation to the equivalent
depth amidships determined-in accordance with Rule 44.

(4) In ships with a superstructure of standard height which extends ov:er
the whole length of the freeboard deck, the sheer shall be;measured at the
superstructure deck ; where the height exceeds the standard,ithe sheermay bé
considered in relation to the standard height,

(5) Where a superstructure is intact or access openings in-its chctosing

deck has at least the samesheeras the exposed freeboard deck, the sheer of‘the
enclosed-portion of the freeboarddeck shall not be taken into account.

+

65. The ordinates, in| inches, of the standard sheer profile are given in the
following Table, where Liis the’ number of feet in the length of the ship :—

 

 

 

“hk

Station | , Ordinate Factor ,

ALP. oa p10 en 1
16 L from AP. 10445 L-+4.45 4
1/3 L from A.P. 011 L+1.1 2

Amidships 0 4)
1;3 L from FP, / 022 L+2,2 2

_ 1/6 L from F.P. \ 089 L+8.9 3 4
i FP. | .2L+20 t 1
£ ‘

3° | A.P.=:After end of summer load water-line.
 FE.P, ==Fore end of sujnmer load water-line.
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66.—{1) Where,fhe sheer profile differs from the standard,seven
ordinates of each ef file shall be‘multiplied by the appropriate factors given in
table of ordinates... The difference between the sums of the respective
products, divided by 18, measures the defigiencyor excess ofsheer.- 7

(2) Wherethe after half of the sheer profile is greater than the standard and
the forward half is less than the standard, no credit shall be allowed for the
part in excess. : # :

(3) Where the forward.half of the sheer profile exceeds the standard, and
the'after portion of the sheer profile is not less than 75per centof the standard,
credit shall be allowed forthe part in excess ; where the after part is less than
50 per cent of the standard no credit shall be given for the excess sheer
forward. Wherethe after sheer is between $0 and 75 per centof the standard,
an intermediate allowance may be grantedfor excess sheer forward.

67. The correction for sheer shall be the deficiency or excess of sheer
3

determined in accordance with Rule 64, multiplied by 75— 20» where 5

is thetotal length of superstrgcture, as defined in Rule 49.

’ 68. Wherethe sheeris les§ than the standard, the correction for deficiency’

3

in.sheer, determined in accordance. with Rule 67, shall be addedto the free-

tt. \ . : : .

69. In flush deck ships and inships where an endlosed superstructure
‘covers .1 L before and .1 L abaft amidships, the correction for excess of sheer

: determined in accordance with Rule 67, shall be deducted from the freeboard ;
“in ships with detached superstructures where no enclosed superstructure
govers less than .1-L before and .1 L abaft amidships, the deduction shall be
‘obtained by interpolation. The maximum deduction for excess sheershall be
1} inches at 100 féet length of ship and shall incfease at the rate of 14 inches
for each additional 100 feetin the lengthofthe ship.

s
e

RoonpoF Bram *.
\ poe

ro."sehround of beam ofthe freeboard deck is one-fiftieth of the
breadth of the ship. 5 .

71. Where the round of beam of the freeboard deck is greater or less than
the standard, the freeboard’ shall be decreased or increased respectively by

’ one fourth of the difference between the actual and the standard round of
beam, multiplied b fe proportionof the length of the freeboard deck not
covered by enclosed siiperstructures. Twice the standard round of beamis
the-maximum for which allowance may be given.

MINIMUM FREEBOARDS

72. The minimum freeboard in summer shall be the freeboard derived
from the Freeboard Table set ont in Rule 77 after correction for departures
|from the standards and after deduction for superstructures in’ accordance
with these Rules, so however that if the freeboard, calculated in accordance

4

with these Rules but before the correction required by Notg (v) appended to’
tHe Table is made;be less than two inches, two inches shall be substituted
therefor. .

" 73, The minimum freeboard in the Tropical Zone shall be the freeboard
obtained by a deduction from the Summer*freeboard of } inch per foot of
Surnmer draught measured fromthe top of the keel to the centre of the‘

. ‘ ,* A
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Table. .
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ling disc, so howeverthatif the freebdard, calculated in accordance with these

Rules but before the correction required by Note (v) appended to the Table

set out in Rule 77 is made, be less than two inches, two inches shall be

substituted therefor. | —

74. The minimum freeboard in Winter!shall be the, fre eboard obtained by

an addition to the Summerfreeboardof }inch per foot o £ Summerdraught,
= .

“measured from the top of the keel to the centre of the loadlinedisc.

35. The minimum ‘Winter North Atlantic freeboard for steamers: not

exceeding 330 feet in length shall be the Winter freeboard plus two inches ;

for steamers over 330 feet in, length the minimum Winter North Atlantic

freeboard shall be the Winter freeboard.

76.—(1) The minimum freeboard in fresh water of unit density shall bethe

freeboard obtained’by deducting from,the minimum freeboard in salt water— —

AN

40 T .

A=displacement in salt water in tons at the summerload water-line, and
. . .

‘T=:tons per inch immersion in salt water at the summerload water-line.

 

&
¥inches, where

(2) Where the displacement at the summer load water-line cannot be

-. certified, the deduction shall be 4 inch per foot of summer draught measured

from the top of the keel to the centre of the disc.

we . i
77. BasicMinimum Summer Freeboards for Steamers which comply with

Standards laid down in these Rules— :

e

 

 

       

e

E free L° . ;,ard L Freeboard

|

[

|

Freeboard

Feet” | Inches

|

Feet

|

Inches.) Feet’ Inches

|

Feet Inches

80 8.0

|

250 32.31 420; = 778] 590 127.0

— 90 9.0

|

260 34.4 |. 430 _ 80.9

|

. 600 129.5

4100 10.0

|

27 36.5

|

440 84.0} 610} - 132.0

110 11.0] 280 38.7

|

450 87.1

|

620 134.4

120 12.0

}

290 41.0

}

460 90.2

|

630 136.8

130 | 13.0} 300} 434] 4704 93.3

|

640 139.1
140 14.2] 310

|

$45.9] 480 96.3;] 650 141.4

150 5.5

|

320] 484] 490] .. 993] 660 143.7
160 16.9

|

330 51.0] 500] | 102.3]. 670 145.9

170 } 18:3) 340) 53.7] 510} # 105.2]. 680) 148.1.
180 19.8} 350

|

> 56.5

|

520 $ 108.1 f: 690

|

~— 150.2

190 a4) 360} 594] 530] # 110.9] 700; © 152.3
200 23.1] 370) © 624] 540.) 9 113.74 710 154.4

210 24.8

7

380 654) 550 | 1164.) 720) . 156.4

220 26.6

|

390 68.4

|

560 119.1 |. 730 158.5

230° 28.5

|

400 71.5

|

570. 121.8

|

740}. 160.5

2404 | 30.3] 410] 746) 580 )° 1244} 750) ° 1625
 

- Note.—{i) The minimum freeboards for flush deck steamers shall be

obtained bythe addition to the above Table at the rate of 1¥ inches for every

100 feet of length. :

(ii) The fregboards at intermediate lengths shalt” he obtained by
interpolation. } , :

.
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(iv) (2) Where: D exceeds the freeboard shall be increased by---
15

p-+oe finches, where RisL attengths less than 390 feet, and 3 at 390
i. 130. .

feet beng and above. : ar 4

(5) In a ship with an enclosed superstructure covering at least .6 L amid-
ships, or with a. complete truhk, or with a combinationofintact partial super-
structures and trunk which extends all fore and:eat, where D is less than
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(ii). Where ¢ exceeds 68, the freeboard shall ‘be multiplied by the _
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—the freeboard shall be reduced at the above #cs Where the height of

the superstructure or trunkis less than the standar height, as determined in
accordance with Rule 48, the reduction shall-be modified inthe ratio whichthe |
otal height bears to the standard height. ‘‘

‘ (v) Where the actual depth to the surfaceof the freeboard.deck amidships
is greater or less than 1, the difference between these two depths,in inches,
shall be addedto or deducted from the freeboardas the case maybe.

(A

2

PART VII ;
?

Conpvrariox OF Fresno:ARDS|FOR SAILING Sut

78. Subject to the provisionsof paragraph(c) of subsection (2) of section
203 of the Act and subject to the provisions of Rule 39 and Rules 74, to 85 of
these Rules, fréeboards for sailing ships shall be computed from, the Free-
board Table for Sailing Ships containedin Rgle 84.in the same mapneras the
freeboardsfor steamers are computed from the Freeboard Table for Steamers-
contained iin Rule 77. =. | on:

79,—(1) In sailing ‘ships having a greater rise of floor than 13 inches per
foot, the vertical distance from the topofthe’keel referred to.in Rule’43 shall
be reduced by half the distance between the total rise of floor at the half-
breadthof the ship and thetotalrise at 14 inches per foot. 24 inches per foot
of half-breadthasthe maximum rate ofrise forWhichadeduction may be made.

(2) Where te form at the lower partof the midship section is of a hollow
characterar thickgarboards are fitted; the depth shall be measured from the
point where the line of the flat of the-bottom continued inw.ards cuts the side
of the keel. -

(3) The depth used with the Freehoard Table shall be takeitas not3 less

i oo \ Z _ .

80. The coefficient offineness (c) used with the Freeboard Tablecontained
in Rule 84 shall be taken as not less than 62:and not greater than .72.
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"from the following Table :—

intermediate lengths of superstructures are obtained by interpolation.

81. In wood ships, the Assigning Authority shall satisfy themselves as

to the. efficiency of the construction and, closing arrangements of super-
structures for which deductions are made ftom the freeboard,

82. Where the effective length of superstfuctures is 1.0 L, the deduction

: from the freeboard shall be 3 inches at 80 feet length of ship, and 28 inches
‘330 feetlength and above ; deductions ‘at intermediate lengths shall be!

obtained by interpolation. Where the total effective- length of supet~’

structures is less than 1.0 L, the deduction shall be a percentage obtained

q

*Total Effective Length of Superstructures. _ b
: = _——©) : Line.

Of: auf 2L] BL] AL} SL] .6L].7L 8L| -9L|1.0L] #
 Type of superstructures

4
 
 

% co] % %| %| %| %| %| %| % %
All types without bridge “f'0 7.) 13 17 [23.5 30] 475] 70] 80} 90 100) &

All types withbridge * ...] 0 [| 7 414-7] 22] 32] 42] 56] 70} 80] 90| tool B ,
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" # Wherethe effective length ofbridge is less than .2 L, the percentages
are obtained by interpolation between lines B and A. Percentages for

b .
83. (1) No addition to the freeboard shal] be required for Winter free-

board, norshall a deductionbe permitted for Tropical freeboard..

(2) An ‘increase in freeboard of ‘3 inches shall be made for the Winter
. North Atlantic freeboard. a

(3) In computing the Fresh Water freeboard for a wood ship, the draught —
shall be measured from the lower edge of the rabbet of the keel to the centre
of theloadline disc. ~ .

Sa

. : , i i 1 a

84. Minimum Summer, Winter and Tropical Freeboards far Iron and © .
Steel Flush Deck Sailing Ships, which comply with the Standards laid down »/
in these Rules— - in .

 

 

      

_ Free- . Free- . : Free- , BR a
L board L board L board |. & board

Feet Inches Feet |. Inches Feet Inches Feet Inches

1. 80 92} 140 21.3 1.-.200 35.4 70 53.5
i) 90] 11.07 150 23.5 210 37.9 280 56.3
oO 100 12.9 160 [ 25.8 [i 220 40.4 290 5971

110 14.9 | 170 28:2 230 42:9 | 300 61.9
120}- 17.0] 180 730.6 | 240 45.5 310 64.7 —
130 19.1 190 33.0 | 250} . 48.1 320 67.6 .

, . : 4 260 50.8 330 70.5 
 

Note (7) The freeboards at intermediate lengths shall be obtained by os
interpolation. Te . 4

(i) Where c exceeds .62 the freeboard shall be multiplied by the fattor

; c + 62 © mo: yO .
ve ° . 1.24 ;
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(iif) Where D exceeds 12 the freeboard shall be increased:by

a L{_. L . % yy- {° - Bh i. +} inches
(iv) Where the actual depth to the surface of the freeboard deck amidships

is ‘greater or lesé than D, the difference between these two depths, in inches,
shall be added to pr deducted from the freeboard; as the case maybe.

85. The freeboard for a wood sailingship shall be the minimum freeboard

which would be assigned to the ship if she were of iron or steel, with the

addition of such amountof freeboard 4sthe Assigning Authority may deter-
mine, having regard to the classification, construction, age and condition -

, of the ship. Pot Rg :
4

PART VIII

FREEBOARDS FOR STEAMERS CARRYING ‘Trper,Degk CARGOES
} . co e

 86. Timber lfreeboards shall be assigned to a steamer if the steamer, |
being otherwisé entitled to have freeboards assignedto her, complics with

_ this Part of thebe Rules to the extent. required inher case.

SUPPLEMENTARY CONDITIONS OF ASSIGNMENT

87. ‘The structure of the steamer shail be’ of sufficient strength for :the
deeper draughtallowed andfor the weightof theideck cargo.

“88. The steamer shallHave a forecastle of at least standard height and at
least 7 per centof the length of the ship, and, in addition, a poop, or a raised
quarter deck with a strong steel hood or deck housefitted aft : 1 “§

Providedthat a steamer the keel of whichwas laid before Ist July, 1932, .
need comply with the foregoing provisions of this Ruleonly so far as, in the
opinion of the Assigning Authority, is reasonable and practicable.

89. Machinery casing on. the freeboard deck shall be protected by a
superstructure of at Jeast standard height, unless the machinery casings are
of sufficient strength and height to permit of the carriage of timberalongside.;

90.-Double bottomtanks where fitted within the midship half length of

the steamer shall,have adequate longitudinal subdivision. a |
; 2 Pe.

91. The steamer shall be fitted either with permanent bulwark at léast :

3 feet 3 inches high, speciallystiffened on the upper edge and supported’ by' -
strong bulwark stays attached to the deck in the way of the beams ‘and
‘provided with necessary fréeing ports, or, with efficient rails at least 3,féet.

-

3 inches high andof specially strong construction.
?

- 92. Steering, arrangements shall be effectively, protectéd from damage
by cargo, arid, as far as practicable, shall be accessible. Efficient provision
shall be made for steering in the eyent of a breakdown in the main steering
arrangements. . s 4 :

ec |
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Lashings. 93, Eyeplates for lashings shall be riveted to the sheer straké at intervals’ 5.
. of not’more than 10 feet, the distance from an end bulkheadofa superstruc- "0.

ture to the first.eyeplate being not more than 6 feet 6 inches.: Additional ;
eyeplates may befitted on thestringer plate... =

COMPUTATIONOF FREEBOARD os

Computa- “ 94" (1) Where the Assigning Authority is satisfied that the steamer is
ton. suitable and that the-conditions and arrangements areatleast equal to the

- foregoing requirements for the carriage of timber deckcargo, the Summer ..
” freeboards computed in accordance with the Rules and Tables in Part VI
on . , may be modified to give special timber freeboards, bysubstitutirig.the follow-

ing percentages for those in Rule 63. 7 *, a ,
i : '

‘Types ‘TotalEffective, Length of Superstructures (E).
| O }AL |.2%}°.3L AL] SL |.6L [.7L).8Lg .9L 11.0L

{-

“

 

 

: . u zy) 0 mn) 20 7O |. £0 +O aM °6. "0- . All types 20) | 30.75

|

41.5 52.25 63 69.25 |75.5 {81.5|87.5

|

93.75

|

100
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(2) The’ Winter Timber freeboard shall be obtained..by adding to the .
Summer ‘Timberfreeboard oné-third of an inchper foot of:moulded Summer
Timber draught. ce Pe ey

aos (3) The Wititer- North Atlantic ‘Timbet freeboardsshall be identical
; . ‘With the Winter North’ ‘atlantic freeboards prescribed jn Rule 75. .
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- (+) The "Tropical Timber freeboard shall be obtained by deducting from
the Summer Timberfreebgard one-quarter of an inch perfoot of the moulded

5 Summer Timber draught.. “ho

Special ‘ 95, In the caséof a steamer the keel of which was laid before the Ist July,Cases.’ 1932, which does not fully comply with the requirements of Rule 88, the
: -Assigniing’ Authority shall make such addition to the freeboard as may be ,

considered reasonable by the Minister, having regard to the extent to which
the steamerfalls short of full compliance with those requirements.
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.- Part IX—FREEBOARDS FOR TANKERS
ge
e2° = i . , .Assignment. —_-96. Tanker freeboards shall be assigned to ‘a ship, being a tanker,if the: ship complies with the Conditions of ‘Assignment and also complies with

this Part of these Rules to the extent thereby required in her case. ota
Leg ¢. oe >;  “UPPLEMENTARY CONDITIONS CF ASSIGNMENT

_Constrac> | 97. ‘The structure ofthe ship shall be of suffigient strength fortheincreased 7°: fon. draught corresponding to the freeboard assigned. - , +
‘Forecastle. _ 98. The ‘ship shall have a forecastle of which the length is notless thanse 7 per centof the length ofthe ship and the height is not less than the standard

height oe oy aace . j

 

Provided that a ship the keel of which was laid before Ist July, 1932),
need comply with the foregoing provisions of this Rule only so faras, in

-

_

the opinion of the Assigning Aythority, is reasonable and practicable.”
t fs ° . Sotsood >
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99. The openings. in machinery casings on.the freeboard ‘deck Shall be
fitted with steel doors.. The casings shall bé protected by an enclosed poop.

: or bridge-ofat least standard height, or by a deck house of equal height and ~
: of equivalent strength. The bulkheads at the endsof these structuresshall
be ofthe scantlings: required for bridgé front. bulkheads. »All entrances

" to the structures from the freeboard deckshall be fitted with effective closing
appliances andthesills shall! be at least#28 inches above the-deck. Exposed
machinery casings on the stiperstructurg debk are to be of substantial con-
struction, and all openings in them shall be fitted with steel closing appliances
permanentlyattachedto the casings and'capable of being closed and secured
from bothsides; the’sills af such openings shallbe at least 15 inches above

op
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Machinery
Casings.

the deck. Fiddley openings shall be as high above the superstructure. * +
deck as is reasonable and practicable and shall have strong steel covers
permanentlyattached in their proper positiqns: +

Provided that a ship the keel of which was laid before Ist July, 1932,:
need comply with the, foregoing provisions of this Rule only so faras, in the:
opinion of the Assigning Authority, is reasonable and practicable. |

100. An efficiently constructed permanent gangwayof sufficientstrength
for its exposed position shall be fitted fore and aft, ofthe level of the super-
structure deck between the poop midship bridge, and when anyof the crew |
are berthed forward, from the bridgeto the forecastle, unless other equivalent
meansof access are provided to carry out thePurpose of the gangway, such

_ as passages belowdeck. “4

10f. Safe and satisfactory2access from the Sangway level to the quarters
of the crew, the machinery space andall other, parts used in the necessary
workof the ship, shall be ayailable at all times? This Rule does not apply
to pumproomsif suitable means of access aré|provided: from the freeboard
deck, and the access openingsare fitted with; Class 1 closing appliances.

102.. All hatchways on the freeboard deck and on the deck of espansion
trunks shall. be closed watertight by efficientsteel covers.

103. Ventilatoredto spaces bélow the freeboard deck shall be of ample
strength or shall be protected1by superstructures or by equally efficient

~ means, 4«

104.—(1) Ships with bulwarks shall have open rails fitted for at least
half. the length of the exposed portion of the weather deck or such other
freeing arrangements as are in the opinion of the, Assigning Authority
effective for the purpose of freeing the decks of water.

shall not be higher than the upper edge of the gunwale bar.

(2) Where superstructurts are connécted by. trunks, openrails shall be
~ fitted for the whole length of the weather portions of thefreeboard deck;

Provided that a’ship thekeel of which was laid before 1st July, 1932, need .
comply with the foregoing provisions of this..Rule only so far as, in the
opinion of the Assigning Authority,is reasonable and practicable.

COMPUTATION OF FREEBOARD , -:

105.. Where the Assigning Authorities are satisfied that the foregoing
requirements are fulfilled, they shall computethe freeboards in accordance|

The upper edge of ©

- the sheer strake shall be kept as low as practicable, and as a general rule -
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with Part VI of these Rules, subject to the provisions of Rules 106 to 108. ?
and to thesubstitution of the T:able set Out in Rule 109 for- the Table sets:G

i

out in Rule 77:
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Provided, however that no addition shall bemade under Note (t) appended
to the Tableiin Rule77 in respect. of a flush deck steamer. - ooe

t
e

Deduction . 106. Whenthe total effective length of superstructures is leas than 1.0 L,
fordetached ~ the deduction shall be the percentage of the deduction for a ‘superstructure

 

 

 

    

 

       

Super-res, . oflength 1.0 L, obtained from the following Table :_

4
Total Effective Length of Sup erstructures, oe i |

/ = rz = :
. 0 AL) 2LjsL | 4t) SL} 60] .7L] 8b] 91) “1.0L |

TP en [85 2%Mo 1% 1% 1% 1% M1!
'T Alltypes [O 7 14 j2t-,| 3¥] 41] 22 | 663 75.3}87.7, 100. -

"Deduction... 107. Where the sheer is greater than the, standaid, the correttion for
for excess excess sheer as déterminéd under Rule-67 shail be deducted from the free~

_ Seer. board ofall tankers. Rule 69 shall not apply except that the maximum
* deduction for excess shedr shall be 1} inches/at 100 feetlengthof ship and

shall increase at the rate af 14 inches for eachadditional 100feet in thee length

 

 

    
 

of the ship.| r

Winter’ 108. The minimum Winter North Atlantic freeboard shall bétheWinter
Northie freeboard plus an addition at the rate of 1 inch per 100’feet in léngth.

Freeboard ~ 109. Freeboard Tablefor Tankers ;— .
Table for , s yo
Tankers. : .

L Freeboard L ’ Freeboard
. Feet Inches i}. -Feet— Inches

19) } 21.5 ~ 400 62:5 . ,
200,..° (23.1 410 64.9 hoo .
210 24.7 ; 420 67.4 “
220° 26.3 430 69.9

. 230 28.0 440 f° 725
Ce 240 29.7 450]. 75.1.
” 250 * 31.5 460 717

260 33.3 470. , 80.2,
270 35.2 480 82.7":
280 37 ~ 490 fF BRL “
290. 39.1 ~ 500 87.5 a
300 > 41.1 510 |. 89.8 :
310 sf 43.1 520 92.1:
320: # 45.1 530 94.3 .
330 47.1 540 96.5 |
340 49.2 - 550 98.6
350 51.3 560 100.%
360 53.5 570 102.7%. gy oan
370 55.7 580, |: 104.6 ‘ [ ,
380 §7.9 590 | - 1065 , oF |.
390 _ 60.2 + 600 |. - 108.4

Lf ~ The freeboardsfor ships atabove 600 feet shall be determined by the Minister
g-

~\e
w
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110. In the case of any ship the keel of,which was laid before the ist July, Special

_ .. 1932, which does not fully comply with thé requirements of Rules 98, and 104, . PrevVision.z4
; __the Assigning Authority shall make such addition to the freeboard as maybe 4é
a , considered reasonable by the Minister, having regard to the extent to. whichi -, the ship falls short of full compliance with those requirements.

q ,

ts - : 3 : : Ss soe :a / Parr 39.—FREEBOARDS FOR SHIPS OF SPECIAL TYPE “dt .
i i" wo : . “oe zsJ.f° 111—(1) In the frase of steamers of special type over 300 feet in length reeboards: possessing constructional features similar to those of a tanker which, in the J?Specsopinion of the Minister affordextra invulnerability against thesea, a feduction: .

in the freeboard computedfor steamers ‘under Part VI maybegranted.'
(2). "Fheamount of such reduction shall be determined by the Minister

with réference tothe freeboard assigned to tankers, Having regard to the
extent to which..tfe steamer complies With the Conditions of Assignment
and with the requijements-of Part IX of these Rules and the degree ofsub-
division provided in the ship, but the freeboard assigned to such a ship shall ; ‘3
in no case be'less than the freeboard which tvould be assignedto her‘if she ¢ '
were a tankér. ,.¢ wo 5
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Part XI.—Loap Ling ,

112.—(1) This Rule shallapply to all steamers other than steamers to 5 Famers.
which Rule 114 applies, - so me 5 ok :

(2) Summer Load Line—'The maximum depth in salt water. to: which a eo
stedmer to which this Rule applies is entitléd-to.beloaded while within :-— Aw

(2) TheSummer Zone as defined in the First Part of theThird Schedule ine e
thereto, and at ehedules

(6).,the areas specified in the first two.columns ofthe Second and “Third °
, Partsof the saidSchedule during the periods specified respectively opposite _ Fe
"to such areasin the third column of the said Second and Third Parts of the

said Schedule .:, :
shall be the depth indicatedby the Summerload line. * *¢

(3) Winter Load Line--Save as is hereinafter provided, the maximum
' depthin salt water to which a steamer to which this Rule applies is entitled

to be loaded while within the areas specified in the first two columnsofthe
Second Part ‘of the Third Schedule hereto during the periods specified ;
respectively opposite to such areas in the fourth column of the said Second
Partofthe said Schedule shall’be the depth indicated by the Winterload line: ay
Providedthat in the-case of a steamer required to bé marked with a Winter

North Atlantic load line under Part III of these Rules, the maximumdepth
in salt water to which such-stéameris entitled to be loaded whilst engaged on
a voyage across the North Atlantic Ocean within the areas numbered 1 and 2
in the first column of the said Second:Part of the said Schedule, during the
periods specified respectively opposite to those areas in the fourth column to; ‘

*

.

the said Second Part of the said. Schedule. shall be the depth indicated by
"such Winter North Atlantic load line.

ae) . ba . : co,(+) Tropical Load Line—The maximumdepth in salt water to which a
steamerto whichthis Rule applies isentitled to be loaded while within :

(a)the ‘Tropical Zone as defined in the First Part,of the Third Schedule
hereto, and * : mo ‘
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(2) the areasspecified in the mns 0!

Third Schedule hereto during the periods respectively specified opposite

. those areas in the fourth column ofthe said Third Part, _

shall bethe depth indicated by the Tropical load line.
‘

113. The maximum-depth in salt water to which a sailing ship is entitia

to be loadedis the depthindicated by the upperedge ofthe line which passes

through the centre ‘of the disc, except when engaged on a voyage across the

d ‘1 and 2 inthe first column of the

Second Part of the Third Schedule hereto, during! theperiods specified

hose areas in the fourth coluinn of the said Second - .
respectively opposite to t I E

Part of the said Schedule in which case 1t shall be the depth indicated by the

Winter North Atlantic load line. 4 f
“f

114.(1) This Rule shall applyto all steamers marked with Timber Igad. .

lines in accordance with Part:VII of these Rules and carrying a deck cargo

of timber in compliance withthe Timber ‘Cargo’ Regulations.

(2), Summer Timber ‘Toad’ Line—The maximum‘ depth in salt water to

whick' a steamer to which this Rule applies is entitled to be loaded while: -

within—

hereto, and = . ae 2i.4

b) the areas specified in the first two column’ of the Second andThird

Parts of the said’ Schedule during the periodsrespectively specified opposite

to such areas in the third

Scheduie, :

shall be the depthindicated by the Summer Timber load line..

(3) Winter Timber Load Line—The maximum depth in salt water to which

a steamer to whichthis Rule applies other than a steamerto which paragraph

_ (4) ofthis Rule applies,is entitled to be loaded while within the areas specified |

+n the first two columns of the SecondPart of the Third Schedule hereto .

during the periods resp¢, tively specified opposite to such areas.in the fourth *,

column of the.said Secdtid Part of the said Schedule, shall be the depth :

indicated by the.Winter Timber load line.

(4) Witter North Atlantic Timber Load Line—The maximum depth in

salt water to which a.steamer to which this Rule applies is entitled to be loaded

- whilst engaged on a voyage across the North Atlantic Ocean within the areas,

numbered 1 ani2.in the first column ofthe Second Part of the said Schedule

during the periods specified respectively ‘ppposite to those areas.in the fourth

column of the said Second Part, shall bethe depth indicated ‘by the Winter

North Atlantic Timber load line. © - ,

(5) Tropical Timber Load Line—The maxinjum depthin salt water to

which a steamer to which this Rule applies is entitled to be loaded while |

within— . - ; -

(a) the Tropical Zone as defined in the First Part of the Third Schedule

hereto, and
. .

we gs _ ?
(i) the areas specitied in thé first two. columns of the Third Part of the |

said Schedule during the perieds respectively specified opposite those

areas in the fourth column of the said?Third Part .
A .

shall be the depth indicated by the Tropical Timber load line.

2

first va columns of the Third Part of the

(a) The Summer Zone as defined in the First Part ofthe Third Schédule

columnof the Second and Third Parts ofthe said
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115: In the application of the foregoing Rules 112 to 114 to a‘ shipat a-
port whichis to. be treated: under the Third Schedule hereto as being’on the

‘ boundary between two zones, two areas, or a zone and an area, the ship shall
be deqmed to be in the zone orarea into which she is about to proceedor from |
which'she has arrived, as the case rhay be.
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Part XII.—Loap Lives ror STBAMERS PLYING GN INLAND WATERS ONLY,

116. A load line, indicating the minimunffreeboard allowed, shall be
assigned to anysteamer exclusively employed’on inland waters and whicly is

" subject to the provisions df section 229 of the Act. Such load line shall
consist of a horizontal liné 12 inches in length and one inch in breadth,
marked on each side of the vessel amidships, The upper edge of suchline
shall indicatethe deepest draught that thé. vessel may be loaded in anyof the
inland waters‘of Nigeria. Load lines shall be cut in or otherwise permanently
marked on thehull and they shall be painted White or: yellow on a dark

' groundorblack on a lightground.

117. The depth of a vebsel for the purposes of this Part shall, in the case
of a Power Driven Small Graft be measured amidshipsin a vertical ‘ine from
‘the upper edge of the gunwale to the lowest part of the bottom at centre?
The gunwale in this case is to be taken as the upperedge of hull of the craft,

except that wherejvash boardsor other planks have been fitted to the hull

> B 413,

Boundary
*

ports,

Load Line.

Depth.
4 .

1 3

and extend abovethe true hull, the depth shall be taken from the upper edge - .
of such wash boards or planks. In the case ofcraft other than PowerDriven
Small Craft, the depth shall be measured amidshipsina vertical,line from
the upper edge of the gunwale of sheerstrake to the top of the keePatcentre..

dy eo

. *;118. The survey for the load line shall normally take place\con¢urrently, With the surveyfor a Passenger Certificate or a Safety Certificate or a combined
* Passenger and Safety Certificate, or a Power Driven Small Craft Licence.i# At. such time, the surveyor shall ascertain the position of the load line and

'- shall indicatesuch position to the‘owner «whoshall cause the propermarks to
- be made-on the yessel to the satisfaction of the surveyor. os

>

119.=-(1) The -positién of the load line for Power Driven Small Craft
shall be ascertained by allowing 4.inchés of -freeboard fram the gunwale-. downwards.for gpeh foot or part thereof of depth measurgd in accordance

¢° withRule-il7, : woe, - :

(2) The position of the load. line for vesselsother than Power Driven
Small Craft shall be ascertained-byallowing 4 inthes of freeboard from the
gunywale or upper edge ofthe sheer strake downwards for every foot or part: thereof of depth measured in accordance with Rule 117. # Provided that inthe case of a fully decked vessel fitted with adequate cfamings round all

Position
of load
line,

Freeboard.

f
4

deck openings.and hatchways fitted with efficient clositig appliances, the °
reeboard allowed maf be reduced to two inches per foot or part thereof of
depth. i oF

120.—(1) As in the Gase of inland waters craft, the assignment of load
lines is combined with Passenger and/or Safety Certificates it follows that no.B , esuch certificates will be jssued unless the surveyorissatisfied that the vesselons .

a
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is properly constructéd and fitted.for the trade in which sheis to engage,is

properly fitted with, guard rails where required and that, except in the case

of Power Driven Small Craft, the machinery space is. adéquately insulated

from the other compartments. re
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(2) In abnormally constructed vessels, where the surveyotis notsatisfied

» that the normal freeboard calculation:a$ set out in Rule 119Swould suit that

type of craft, having regard to.the safety of the vessel, he shall transmit the

facts of the case along with his recommendations to the Minister, who will,

if he thinks fit, assign a special freeboard to suit the case,

7 : 121. The Government Inspector of Shipping may exempt,.any inland

Gy 7 waters ship from full compliance with these rules, to the extent to which

, he is satisfied that compliance‘therewith is unreasonable or impracticable

in the circumstances.

| 122, Anything required to be done by the Minister under these Rules

maybe done by the Government Inspector of Shipping acting on the

Minister’s behalf. 8
~

1s

‘FIRST SCHEDULE

FEES

1. Sea-Gornc Surs, See Fees RecrLatTions Parr VI-
\

2. INLAND WATERS VESSELS,

tAs the survey of inland waters vessels will normally be carried out at the

same time as the surveyfor the issue of a Passenger and/or Safety Certificate

or 4 Power Driven Small Craft Licence, no separate fee will’ be charged.
Where, however, for any reason, the survey for load line is, carried out
separately fromthe other surveys the following fees will be charged—
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Type of vessel . .. Fee

a, £ sid

All Power Driven Small Craft .. _ . 1 5 20

Other T'essels ee

Under 20 tons .. o Le ve .. ..| 10 0° 0
20andunder SUtens.. 0. . . .. 1210 0
50 4, oo LM, a . le 17-10 6
100° 4, °, ° 300... wy . - ~, 41°25 0 0

300, OHM, a. 34. 5 *0
600 and above .. ve .. .. . .. 37,10 .0

} A >



 

 

4 CLASBED SHIPS Uncuassep Surps
‘ : .

= 2

™ Fees _ Fees 4
 Gross. Tonnage . — —

(1) 3.2 6 © © 6)
Issue \Re- Annual Issue  Re-  Annual »

- newval Survey . newal Survey
t ho: -
 

££ ££ £  f.
Under50 tons ll‘ ge - 66s 5 25 4.

SQandunder’ 100 12 § 5 47 47-8
100°, 1, 300 19 | 3 5 62 62 8

oO , , S500 25 9 9 86 86 11
5 » » 1,000 31 £1 ti 116 116 16
,000 =e», » 1,500 39°: 14 14 150 150 20
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7,000 ,, -, 8000 77 21 21 3360336, A
8,000 so, » 9,000 80. 22 22 - 360 260 _ 31
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‘ oo ‘ for for’.

. every evety
me -addi- addi

. mG - tional tional
. . - . 1,000 1,000

boy ao oS tons tons
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VARIATIONS OF STANDARD. FEES

(1) For every annual survey of any ship over 300 tons (classed or unclassed)
which is carricd through in one operation there shall be paid—

(a) the standardfee, and:

(b) in addition, a single fee of £8-0s if, for the purposes of-the survey,
more than one-visit is paid to the ship by the surveyor.

aoe (2) For every annual survey of any ship (classed or unclassed) which is not
"carried throughin one operation there shall be paid—._.

/ “% . (a) the standardfee,

(0) inaddition, a fee of £8-0s'for every partial annual survey, and

(c) for any ship over 300 tons,int addition, a single fee of £15 for every
partial annual surveyin respect of which, for the purposes of the partial .
annual survey, more than onevisit is paid to the shipby the surveyor.

(3) In the caseof a survey of a classed ship for renewal of the Load Line

Certificate, the fee in column (2) shall be paid if the renewal is carried out
concurrently with a Special Survey for ¢lassification purposes, for which-a
fee is charged. Otherwise the fee willbe 50 per centof’that ih column (1).

oe
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(4) Where thesurvey ‘out the issue or renewal of a Load Line Certificate
is carried outby a Ministrysurveyor concurrently with that for’a Passenger
and Safety Certificate, andthe ship is— 4

(2) a classed ship---no fee will be charged under column(1) jor column

(2);
(5) an1 unclassed ship —half the fee under column (4) or column (5)

shall be paid.

(5) ,Where the annual loadline survey is maide by a Ministry surveyor
at the sametimeas the survey for the issue of a: Passenger or Passenger and
Safety Certificate, no fee will be charged under column(3) or column (6).

(6): Where minoralterations have been made to a ship having a Load Line.
Certificate in force, which involve an altération of the freeboard but do not
require a full survey, the fee incolumn (2) shall be paid swhether the ship: -
be classed or-unclassed. . a

(7) Where for special reasons a partial survey ismade and a certificate is
issued or renewed for a period not exceeding twelve months, one-halfof the
standard fee appropriate to a full survey shall;berpaid.

.

tRule 15

SECOND SCHEDULE ,

Forms or Loap Linge CERTIFICATES

1

form M. ofTLL }

_ INTERNATIONAL Loap LINE CERTIFICATE

Issued underthe authorityof the Federal Government of Nigeria,
underthe provisions of theInternational Load-Line Convention, 1930

o&

Ship’s Name - ; _ Official Number

Port of Registry So j oy

Gross Tonnage . , 4S ' is

; Freeboard from Deck Line ‘Load Line
. Tropical | feet. inches(T) .. inches above S.

Summer feet inches (S) Uppér edge of line through —
oo _ centreof disc. |

| Winter . “feet e inches @) "inches belowS.
Winter NorthAtlantic feet < - incheseCWNA) inches below S.

Allowance for Fresh Water for all freeboards, inches.

y
'
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y
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The upper edge of the deck line from which these frecbpardslare measured

is. inches above the top of the deck at sida,

: . ; . . \

I i_ |
° 4

 

ah

This is to certify that this ship has beensurveyed and the freeboards and _
loadlines shown above have been assigned in accordance‘with the,Convention.

. This Certificate'remains in'force until ;

Issued at onthe dayof 19 ~°4 i

. — i Signature and description.

Note—Where sea-going steamers navigate a river’ or inland water, deeper
po loading is permitted corresponding to the weight of fuel, etc.,

_ required for comsumption between the point of departure and
, os ‘the opensea. - -. t
; : : ng }

5 I have surveyed this ship for the purposedof seeing whether this Certificate
should remain in force and the Survey has been completed to my satisfaction.

Signature of Surveyor cose ngeeeetani anaes wanPIACE seoseststecee cise.“Date...

I’have surveyedthis ship for the purpgseof seeing whether. this Certificate
should remainiin force and the Survey has been completed to mysatisfaction.

Signature of SUIVEYOE wie socnniecnmtnsteeint PLACE sienininmencnn Date........
eo . - fo
ae ; .
 

_ Ihave surveyed this ship for the purpose of ‘seeing whetherthis Certificate
should remain in force and the Survey has been gompleted to mysatisfaction.

&
ate

: 7 iy

Signature éf Surveyor wn neampWPIACE ScucsnrnnecmenerDAC os.
pS sok ery ,
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I have surv:eyed this ship for the purpose of seeing whether this5 Certificate
- should remain in forceandthe *Survey has been completed to my satisfaction. ’

 

*

aa
2 Rgy |

4 Signature of Suryevor Moo. ace .. freeeeeeDate.... mi

** ‘The provisions of the Convention‘being fully complied with by dlthis ship, }
* this Certificate is reneivedtill. *

i | Place ee > . “Yin

Date. wo. ! ‘Signature and description. ~

 4 rc
T have survevedthis ship for the purpose of seeing whetherthis Certificate

°° should remain in force and the Survey has been completed to my satisfaction.

Signature of Surveyor — pon .Place .. Semmens PACEcinneen  g °

3

= i;

te I have survevedthis ship for the purpose of seeing whetherthis Certificate +
’ should remain in force and the Survey has been completed to my satisfaction %

t %
me ; Signature of :Purvevor an ommnnnnnnak1AC8 snmaneininnnnanDAL.cece

%

‘a °
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I have surveyvedthis ship for thepurpose of seeing whether this Certificate
should remain‘in force and the Survey has been completed to my satisfaction.

Signature ot Survevor « ccecsunseeeePlace . i vrecrvernves AIMECsess cone

m
e
e
,

I havesurvevedthis ship for thiele purpose of seeing whetherthis ‘Certificate bt
should remaininforeand the Survey has.been completed to mysatisfaction.

Signature of Surveyor 08 Place we ~Date;
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” NOTES
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1. This, Certificate must be kept frarned.and posted upinsome conspicuous
4° . partof the ship solongasit remains in force,and theshipis in use.

*2. The Winter North Atlantic load line applies _‘for voyages: across the
North Atlantic, North of Latitude 36° N.} during’ :the winter months as.
defined by the Toad Line Rules.. The periods during which the other
seasonal loadlines apply in different parts of the world are as stated in the

bee Load Line Rules.

. This Certificate wil be cancelled y the Minister if-— a 4

(a) material alterations have taken place in the hull or superstructures , I
of the ship which affect the position of the loadlines, or 7

(b) the fittings and appliances for the protectionbf openings, the
guard rails, the freeing ports or the meansof accessto the crew’s quarters
have not heen maintained on the ship in as effective a condition as they
werein whenthe Certificate was issued or a

(c) the periedics! survey is not| made as required by the Load Line
Rules. ‘ j . tee

rs : .
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4, Where this Certificate has expired’ dc beencancelled, it must be‘dglivered

; up to the Assigning Authority and the ship- may be detained until such ;

requirement has been complied with, and if any owner or mastek fails

without reasonable cause to comply with such requirement, he shall for each

Offencebe liable to afine not exceeding one hundred pounds. :

- . : -

Appitances for closing access openingsin bulkheads atends of detached:
: e : : : ,

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

     
  

 

 

_ Superstructures

| Forecastle .. .- oe wt i - oe

\"Bridge ForeEnd.. ue 5 a
Bridge After End... 003.0 Fee, ; 7 4

| Raised. Quarter Deck | oe .- So i

=

|

Poop . vie ee .. rat OT mese j
. wrt ‘ 3

~ 2 3

* . f . poe

Tempbrary appliances for. cloting openings in superstructure decks

; —_— ™~ eeeeaer .
< oe :

onoe . ae oo em ever me . ; i . ~ —— ane . /

. oF Ms

Form M. of T.—LL.2 4 : .

‘f DyrernationaLoap Lint: CervirIcaTE

4 Issued under‘the authority of the Federal Government ofNigeria,’ :

- under the provisions of the International Load Line Convention, 1930.) |
. =z x Ly so .

Ship’s Name fs : Official Number
Port of Registry ~ ~

Registered Tonnage . . ae
oH + -Freeboard from Deck Line” Load Line 4

“s Tropical . feet inches Upper edge. of line .

i Summer fe ° through centre of disc.

"Winter {J ° Sa ?

“Winter North Adantic. feet ginches (WNA). . inches below- .
os 4 ‘Upper edge

~-

of line

De ‘throughcentreof disc.

Allowance for fresh waterforall freeboards . - inches

The upper edge of the deck line from which these freeboards are measured

is inches above thegopofthe - 3. deck at side.

. ee \.

4
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This isto certify that this‘ship has beer survéyed and the, freeboards and
load lines Shown above have been assigned in accordance with the Convention.

. . . . - ape ~
This Certificate remainsin force until

f

Issuedat onthe

=

dayof as Wd.

a ok Signature and description.

Note.—Whete sea-going steamers navigate a river or inland water, deeper
' loading is permitted corresponding to the weight of fuel, etc., required for -

consumption hetween the point of departure andthe opensea. _ *
a. ¢

° ° , : ‘ :I have surveyedthis ship for the purpose of seeing whether this Certificate fos
’ should remain in force andthe Survey has been coinpleted to mysatisfaction. v

. . a 4

> ‘Signature of Surveyor 000.0000. cepesinrenkace semenLDELCannieny
4 : a Pe Fe

fens ~

 

i% «J have surveyed this ship for the purpose of seéing whetherthis Certificate
Un should remain in force and the Survey-has been completed to my satisfaction.
Og. .ae © i .ta {Signature OF SUrVEVOEcenPLACE ennmnnnnneDALEgene2

»
-

%
nyBe th —_ i

 

°

". [ have surveyedthis ship for the purpose of seeing whether this Certificate
should remain in force and'the Survey has been completed to my Satisfaction.

: “ag . 7 on 4

Signature of Surveyor PoocscPLACE sninnemmmnns DEEinsnsmmnsne
. . z . A : . e a . , :

: a

pike i 1a
I have surveyed this ship for the purposé of seeing‘whether this Certificate

should remain in force and thé Survey has been compléted to my satisfaction.

Signature Of SULVeEVOEseennmtpaimnPLACE adynimennneneonELCeninens
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this Certificate is renewed until i oO
The provisions of the Convention being fully complied‘with bythis ship,

Date 1 ‘Signature and description. 4
Place -

I have surveyed this-ship for the purpose of seeing whether this: Certificate

should remain iu force and the Surveyzhas been compteted to my satisfaction.

Signature of Surveyor 5.ceec cecumFACE eeceeunntnmncneeDate.cen

. 2 a . i
j : : !
‘ :

[have surveyed this ship for the purpose of seeing whetherthis Certificate
should remain in forcé and the Survey has been completed:to my satisfaction.
ee oo gy
Signature of Surveyor 2.2Lsss

i
ae ‘ \ . ‘
 

I have surveyed this ship forthe purposeof seeing whetherthisCertificate
should remain in force and the Survey has been completed to mysatisfaction.

Yr.

| Signature of Surveyor...nnnceceey PLACE vesone soot Date *...
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I have surveyed this ship for the purpose ofsecing whether this Certificate -

should. semain in force and the Survey has been completed to mysatisfaction.

Signature of SurveyorSoc oes vaneNRCE ote Date
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/ .> Notes

"1. This Certificate must be‘kept framed and posted up in some conspicuous

art of the ship so long as it remainsin force,and the shipis in use.

2. The Winter North Atlanticload line applies for voyages across the North
Atlantic, North oflatitude 36° N., during the winter months as defined in

the Load Line Rules. jhe upper edgeof the line throyghthe centre of the

disc applies for all'other voyages. oa

_ 3. ThisCertificatewillbe cancelled by the Minister if—
(a) material alterations have taken place in the hull or superstructures

of the ship whichaffect the position of the load lines ; or’ Py

(b) the fittings and appliances fortheprotection of openings,the guard
rails, the freeing ports or the meansofaccess to the crew’s quarters‘have
not,been maintained on the ship in as effective a condition as they were
when the Certificatewas issued ;or .

(c) the periodical survey was not made as required by the Load Line
Rules, P ro “

4. Wherethis Certificate has expired or been canceled it must be delivered

_ up to the Assigning Authority and the ship may be detained until such

requirementhas been complied with, and if any owneror masterfails without
reasofable cause to comply with such requirement, he shall for each offence

be Hable to a fine not exceeding one hundred pounds. :

©
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-Apilicesfor closing access openings inin bulkheadsat ends of detached

 

 

 

 

 

 

superstructures

Forecastle

Bridge Fore End :

~ | Bridge After End.- " “ .

~ Raised Quarter Deck i.

Poop ‘

N  
 

 

Temporary appliances for closing openings in superstructure decks
 

 

 

 

    
INTERNATIONAL LoaD LINE CERTIFICATE

Issued under theauthority of the Federal Governmentof Nigeria,
underthe provisions of the International Load Line Convéntion, 1930

Ship’s Name Official Number
Port of Registry ~ .
Gross Tonnage

- Freeboard from Deck Line Load Line
Tropical feet inches (T) inches above S. ~
Summer — _ feet inches (S) Upper edge of line

. oe throughcentre of disc.
Winter feet inches (W) ». inches belowS.
Winter North Atlantic feet inches (WNA) -* inches below 5.

Allowance for fresh water for all freeboards :— inches. -
’

The followingloadlines are applicable only when the ship is carrying a
timber deck cargo and complies with all the provisions of the ‘Timber
Cargo Regulations--

Freeboard from Deck Line - Load Lirie
Txgpical (Timber) feet . inches (LT) inches above LS.
Summer (Timber) feet inches (LS) inches above 8.
Winter (Timber) feet inches (LW) inches below LS.
Winter North Atlantic. :

(Timber) feet inches (LWNA) + inches below LS,

*
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The upperedge of the deck line fram whichthese freeboards are measured ~ _
is inches above the top of,the j deck at side. | : . 4 #
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This is to certify that this ship has been surveyed and the freeboards and
load lines shown above have been assigned in accordance with the Convention.

This Certificate remainsin force until

Issued at _ . on the dayof . ei) .

tf Signature and description = b |

Note—Where sea-going steamers navigate a river or inlandwater, deeper 4
loading is permitted corresponding to the weight of fuel, etc., required for
consumption betweenthe point of departure and the open sea..

‘ ‘

I have surveyed this ship for the purpose of seeing whetherthis Certificate
_ should remainin force and the Survey has been completed to mysatisfaction.

Signature of Surveyor...nimLLACE SemenDAC. gg a -
 

I have surveyed this ship for the purposeof seeing whetherthis Certificate
should remain in force and the Survey has‘been completed to mysatisfaction.

Signature Of Surveyor oo... ccnammmeniangmnPLACE cee aeenns oe Date

I have surveved this ship ortsposefssing whether this Certificate
should remain in force and the Survey hasbden completed to mysatisfaction.

P Sigtrature of Surveyor... yomcncPACE ooo ummnenrine ee LDAte ,
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Thave surveyed this ship for the purpose of seeing whetherthis Certificate
should remainin force and the Surveyhas bedn completed to mysatisfaction.

Signature of Surveyor...6 eePlace ol u.....Date
 

The provisions of the Convention being. fully complied with bythis ship,
this Certificate is renewed until. 4

Place

—
—
_ Date 19g Signature anddescription.

\ ‘ ne 'mM . < : * -
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Ihave surveyed‘this ship for the purpose of seeing whether this Certificate

should remain in force and the Survey has been completed to: mysatisfaction.
‘

- - Signature of Surveyor 0... -orveellnce vanavonetnneneWeeALO.creeererneestn

 

I have surveyedthis ship for the purpose of seeing whetherthis Certificate

should remain in force and the Surveyhas been: completed to my satisfaction. |

Signature of Surveyor . cosetsPIACE sapenenterennn Deatenccccecssecsscssence

 . *

I have surveyedthis ship for the purpose of seeing whether this Certificate

‘should remain in force andthe Survey has been completed tomysatisfaction.

Signature of Surveyor .. ....vemnnPEACE wennLAERrent ‘

~ have surveyed this ship for the purpose of seeing whetherthis Certificate

should remain in force and the Survey bas been dompleted to my satisfaction.

¥ PLACE encereDateonion

By
,
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Signature of Surveyor...enone
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a NOTES iy

1, This Certificate must be kept framed and posted up in some conspicous

part of the ship so long as it remains in force, and theshipis in use.

} 2. The Winter North Atlantic load lines apply for voyages across the

t North Atlantic, North of Latitude 36°N, during the winter months-as

defined in“the Load Line Rules. Theperiods during which: the other

seasonal load lines applyin different parts of the world are as stated in the

Load Line Rules. ; Lo

3. This Certificate may be cancelled’ by the Minister if—

(2) material alterations have taken place in the hull or superstructures

_of the ship whichatfect the position of theload lines ; or

{4) the fittings and appliances for the protectionof openings, the guard

rails, the freeing ports or the means‘of access to the-crew’s quarters have

‘© not been maintained on the ship in as effective a condition as the} were

. , in whenthe Certificate was issued ; or

the Load Line Rules. °

S
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-i(c) the periodical surveyis not made as required by

 

P , Ae

ed 4, Wherethis Certificate has expired or been cancelled, it must be delivered

rE up to the Assigning Authority and the ship may be detained until such ,

: - requirementhas been complied with, and ifany oWwner or masterfails without }

reasonable cause to comply with such requirement, he shall for each offence “4

beliable to a fine not exceedingpoepounds. . . |
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Appliancesfor closing access ‘Openings inbulkheads ai ends of detached

 

 

 

superstructures: 5
* ?. » 2

. . . : ~ i ‘ t

Forecastle .. a ee ‘
. | * 7 a

Bridge Foreknd .. LL .

Bridge AfterEnd- 1.2. + .- ;
 

Raised Quarter Deck © 1.5. Oe

Poop bes

   
Temporary applitncesfor closing openings in superstqucture decks
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Form M. of T.—LU,a)

~ Nucerian Loap Live Cerriricate “i

Issued.under, the authority of the Minister of Transport |

   
 

Ship’s Name.. oyOfficial Number...
i

Port of Registrywi seeaniningettevin
Gross Tonnage...

FreeboardfromDeck Line Load hiine.
Tropical feet inches(T) ‘inches tbove 5
Summer feet. inches(S) _ Upper edge of. line
ae . q through centte of disc.

‘+ Winter ‘. feet inches (\V) 4 - inches below5.
» Winter North Atlantic feet’ . inches (WNAL - in¢hes belowS.
Allowance for fresh water for all freeboards — inches,
The upper edge of the deck line from which these freeboards afe measured
TSceseeccsererceDec ..inches above the top of the...ine winecennedeck at side.

‘This is to certify that this, ship has been surveeyed anand the freeboards
and load lines shown above have been, assigned in accordance with the

  
Merchant Shipping Act, (Nigeria) 1962.
This Certificate remains in force until 0. icecenbemnnenmnencteca ak M

; Issued Atnae ese clenersoe tnnmnmnenaeOF the... dayof. vememanenennne AG:
2 £ . ( .

loading is permitted corresponding to the weightof fuel etc.,» Feqyired fox
consumption between the point of departure and the open sea. a

*
“
B
o
y
t
o
n

Signature and Deseriptio
Note.—Where|sea-going. steamers navigate a ri¥er or inland water. deeper’
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NOTES | bo

J 1. This Certificate must be kept framed and posted up in some conspicuous-

partofthe ship so longas it remains in force, and the shipis in use. e

2. The Winter North Atlantic load line applies for voyages across the

North Atlantic, North of Latitude 36° N., during the winter months as

defined in the Load Line Rules. The periods during which the other

seasonal load lines applyin different parts of the world are as stated in the

Load Line Rules.

3. ThisCenifeat will be caricelled by the Minister if,

- (a) material alterations havetaken place in the hull or superstructures . #:
i

_of the ship whichaffect the position of the load lines ; or

(b) the fittings and appliances for the protection of openings, the guard

- rails, the fréting ports or the meansof access to the crew’s quarters have not

been maintained on the ship in as effective a condition as they were when

the Certificate was issued; or ;

(c) the periodical surveyis not made as required by the Load Line Rules.

- 4 Where this Certificate has expired of been’ cancelled, it must be deli-

vered up to the Assigning .\uthority and the ship.may be detained until such

requirementhas been complied with, and if any owneror masterfails without

reasonable cause to comply with such requirement, he shall for each offence

be liable to a fine not exceeding one hundred pounds. © oy -

~ J have surveyed this ship for the purpose of seeing whether.this Certificate

_ should remain inforce and the Survey has been completed to my satisfaction.

Signature of Surveyor... PLAC] eeeeperenrlnennee: DCCcece en
eo. : =

‘I have surveyed this ship for the;purpose of seeing whether this Certificate

a: should remain in force and the Survey has been completed to my satisfaction.
wit oe : :
Signature of Surveyor esse cePVACE ceccesccatqecrerstqeeneDATO ceedeen
3 *. r
% _—. i

2

7 oH 7s
i

Pp

_, _Thave surveyedthis ship for the purposeof seeing whetlier this Certificate

. should gemain ip force and the Survey has been completedto mysatisfaction.

Signafure ofSurveyor 7. DC<9
t ; i

I have surveyedthis shipfor the pupose of seeing whether this Certificate
should remain in force and-the Surveyhas been completed to mysatisfaction.

Signature of Surveyor 0 ee cnnPIMC ween nthe Dated

, The Sutvey of this ship for the renewal of the Load Line Certificate

having been satisfactorily completed ir accordance with the Load Line

Rules, this Certificate is renewed until. . .

Place cccuelinnes

Date 00 WY - Signature and description

  

L have surveyed this ship for the purpose of seeing whether this Certificate

should remain in force and the Survey has been completed to mysatisfaction.

oceaetnadeeePACEceceheom ‘Date. weaves
oF Pn

,Lee
Signature,of Surveyor
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T have suryeyedthis ship for the purpose ofseeing whether this Certificate”

should remain in force and the Survey has been completed to my satisfaction.-

’ x |

Signature of Surveyor Place Date wo.
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I have surveyedthis ship for the purpose of seeing whetherthis Certificate .

“should remain inforce and the Survey has been completed to my satisfaction,

. A .

Signature of Surveyor. Place Datengic
. tay . .
 

 

. Lhave surveyed this ship forthe purpose of seeing whether this Certificate

should remain in forse and the‘Surveyhas been. completed tomy satisfaction

- Signature’ of,. Surveyor commonPlace seowmamnnaneewnen DAC
x &

Appliances for closing access. openings in bulkheads at ends of detached -

 

 

 

 

superstructures : 6

Forecastle . vee ee dn sett

Bridge Fore End . | - aunevecnnaseneininenenecae

Bridge After End .. x. ft cecumvege

RaisedQuarter Deck .. | : - ccheetes esse a

 Poop a ve . ;

  
Temporaryappliances for closing“‘Openings inn superstructuredecks..
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RegisteredTonnage =~ oe SG

* + Freeboardfrom Deck Line.) Load Line .

Tropical, } geo '“ Upper edge of line through centre

Summer itvet inches * of disc.
Winter Fe .

re. \" . . . as wee Y : o i i .

Winter North feet inchés (WNA) * inches delow

Atlantic ‘ upper edge ofline through

i centre of disc.

~. Allowance for fresh water for all freeboards :— 2/, “inches.

: 4 . : ° ag
for consumption between the point of departure-aid the opensea.
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Form. M.of T.--LL.4

si , : 4
“Gentian Loap Ling CERTIFICATE

Issued under the authority of the Minister of ‘T'ransport

~ Official Number i
SE

Ship’s Name
‘Port of Registry

The. upper edge of the deck line from which these freeboards ‘aré measured:

is inches above the top of the deck at side.
a

This is to certify that this ship has been surveyed and the freeboards and

load lines shownabove have been assigned’ in accordance with the’ Merchant

Shipping Act, (Nigeria) 1962. ye . s

"This Certiticnte remains in force until
# . : .

‘Issued.at

—

*~ -on the day of ; 19

i

Signature and description
Lo tee howe

NOTE.--Where sea-going steamers navigate +a river or inland water,

deeper loadingis permitted corresponding to the weight of fuel,.ete.. required

4g ” A - NOTES
Jf, : < : . Z 2.

21. This Certiticate must be kept framed and postedup in some conspicuous

part of the -ship-so long as it remains in force, and the ship is in use.

2. The Winter North Atlantic load line applies for voyages across the

North Atlantie, North of Latitude 36°N., during the winter months as

defined in the J.oad Tine Rules. The upper edge ofthe line throughthe
centre of the dise applies forall otlier-voyages.: f

3. This Certificate will he cancelled by the Minister if-- 7 -

(a) material alterations have taken place in the hull or superstructures

of the ship whichaffect the position of the loadlines ; or

. (8) the fittings ari appliances for the protection of openings, the guard

rails, the freeing pots or the means of access to the crew's quarters have

not been maintained in as effective 2 condition as they Were in when the-

Certificate wasissucd ¢ or- .
: i

(¢) the periodical surveyis not made asirequiredby the Toat Line Rules.
: co .
- g
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* —Signature of Surveyor

3 .

. 4, Where this Certificate has expired or been cancelled, itmust bedelivered
up to the Assigning Authority and the ship may bedetained until such
requirement has been complied with, and if any owner dr master fails without
reasonable cause to comply with such requirement, he shall for each offence .
be liable to a fine not exceeding one hundred pounds.

 
is

_-T have surveyedthis ship for the purposeof séeing whetherthis Certificate

Signature of Surveyor. _ Place — Date
°

2

i
Ihave surveyedthis ship for the purpose of seeing whether this Certificate

should remain in force and the Survey has been completed to my satisfaction.

Signature of Surveyor . ., Plaée | Date
2 ‘ *

4
+a

+ -*

I have surveyed this ship for the purpose of seeing- vhether this Certificate
_ should remainin force: and the Survey has been completed to my satisfaction.

Place - | Date

I have surveyedthis ship forthe purpose of seeingwhetherthis Certificate
should remailf

e i
‘

eo.

Signature of Surveyor Place Date
. * ‘+ ~
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The Survey of this.ship for the renewal of the Load Line Certificate
having beensatisfactorily completed in accordance with the Load Line Rules,
this Certificate is renewed until , ods

oes
M
h

‘
a

Place , Hg

. Date me a Iv

, Signature and description

Phave surveyedthis ship for the purpose of seeing whether this Certificate
sh juld remain in force and-the Surveyhas been completed to my’satisfaction.

a . ae i ‘Ty!Signature of Surveyor ~~ Place . Date
_ oe
 

. +3 : : i tooo
I have surveyedthis ship for the purpose ofseeing whether this Certificate

should remain in terce and-the Survey has been completédto nty satisfaction,

Signature of Surveyor Place Date i
r e

T have surveyedthis ship forthe purpose of s¢eing whether this Certificate
should remain in torce and the Surveyhas been completed to my sdtisfaction

Signature of Surveyor Place | Date |
: + |

+

e
e
e

should remain in force and the Survey has been conipletedto my satisfaction.
: yO

“+

# in fdgce and the Survey has been completed to mysatisfaction...
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I haye surveyed this ship for the purpose of seeing whetherthis Certificaté —
should:remain in force and the Survey has been completed to my satisfaction.

: a; +

Signature of Survgyor . Place . _ Date

,

Appliances for closing access openings in bulkheads at ends of detached

superstructures 4 .

Forecastle . .. tee e
 

Bridge Fore End oe oe \ Oe

 

Bridge After End . os vs
 

Raised Quarter Deck .. os
 

Poop .. .. lee we
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Temporary appliances for closing openings in superstructures decks.
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(Rules 112 to 115)
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2“THIRD SCHEDULE
ZONES AND SEASONAL AREAS |

a First Part ; -

Summer and Tropical Zones

| “|, The SummerZoneshallconsistof the two following areas —

. (4) thearea bounded (a) on the north by a line drawn from the east

coast of North America along the pamallel of 36°-N:;to Tarifa in Spain ;

from the east coast of Koreaalong the parallel of 35°,N. to the west coast
of Honshiu,: Japan ; from the east coast of Honshiu algng the parallel of
35° N. to long. 150° W., and thence along a rhumbliné to the west coast

_of British Columbiaat lat. 55° N., and_(@) on the south by. a linedrawn

from Cape Catoche in the Yucatan to Cape San Antonio in Cuba; along _
the south Cubancoast to lat. 20° N., and along the parallel.of 20° N. to ,
the west coast of Africa; from the port of Hong Kong along a rhumb

a i*
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‘line to the port of Sual (Luzon ean and along the west coast of the
Islands of Luzon, Samar and Lejte to the parallel of 10° N. thence along
the parallel of 10°.N. to long. ‘145° E. thence forth to latitude 13°. N-
and thence along the parallel of 13° N. to long. 160° E. thence along the
meridian of 160° E. to lat. 25° N; thence along the parallel of 25°°N.to
long. 130° W. thence south along the meridian of 130° W. to lat. 13°
N. thence along the parallel of 13° N. to long.,105° W. thence along a -
rhumb line to the point lat. 30° N., long. 129°" Ww. and ‘from that pojnt
along the meridian to the Californian coast,

(tt) the area bounded (a).on the north by a line from:ike east coast of*
South America along the Tropic of Capricorn to the west coast of Africa ;
from the eastcoast of Africa along the parallel of 2Q° S."to the west coast

"of Madagascar, thence along the west and north cgast’ of IMadagascar to
long. 50° E. thence north té lat. 10° S. thence along‘the parallel of 10° S,
to long. 110° E. thence along a rhumb line to Pért Darwin, Australia,
thence along the north and north-east coast of Australia to latj.20° S.
thencealorig theaoof 20° S. to long. 175° E. thence along the meridian
of175° E, tolat, 11° S. thence ‘along the parallel of 11° S. to long. 150° W.-
thencesouth along the meridian of150° W.to lat..20° S. thence along the
parallel, of 20° S. to a point here that parrallel meets the rhumb line
drawn from lat. 11° S. log. 150° W.to lat..26° S. long. 75° W. thence
along that rhumbline to thelatter point and. thence along the rhumb line
to the west coast of South Americaat lat. 30°’S, ; and (4) on the southby
a line drawn frony the eaét coast of South America along thé parallel of |
40° Séto long..56° W. thence along a rhumb line to the point Jat. 34° S.

‘ long. 50° Ws-tRence along the parallel of 34° S. to the west coast of South

- Africa-; from the east coast of South Africa at lat. 30° S. along a rhumb
lite to'the pointlat. 35° 30° S. ‘tong. 118° £., off the South coastof Australia

_ thence along a rhumb*line to Cape Grim, Tasmania, thence along“the.
north coast of‘Tasmania to Eddystone’ Point thence along a rhumbline to
the west coast of South Island, New Zealand, at long. 170° E. thence -
along the west, south and east coasts of South ‘Islandto Cape Saunders
thence along a rhumblineto the point lat, 33° 8. long. 170° W. and thence -
along the parallel of 33° S.to the westCoast of South America.

2. The Tropical Zone shall consist of—

(i) the area being bounded (a) on.thé north by a line drawn from the
east coast of South Americaat lat. 10° N. along the parallel of 10° N.. td
long. 20° W. thence north alongthé meridian to Jat. 20° N. and thence
‘along the parallel of 20° N. to: the west cosat of Africa; from the east
coast of Africa at lat. 8° N. along the parallel to.the west coast of the Malay
Peninsula, folldwing thence the coast ef Malaya and Gjam}to the east
‘ofCochin Chinaatl at. 10 N. thence along the parallel of 10?5N. to long:
145° E. thence north along the meridian to lat. 13° N. and:thence along the
parallel of13° N, to the westcoast of central America; and(4) on the south.
by a‘line drawn from the east coast of South.America along the Tropic of
Capricorn to the west cqast of Africa ; from the east coastof Africaalong
the parallel of 20° S. toj the west coast of Madagascar thence along the
west and north coasts of. Madagascar to long. 50° E. thence north to lat.

10° S, thence along the parallel of 10°°S. to long. 110° E. thence along a
rhumbline to Port Darwin, Australia, thence eastwards along the coast of >
Austfaliaand Wessel Island to Cape Wessel, theneealong tHe parallel of 11°
S*to the’west side of Cape York ; from the east side of Cape Yorkat lat.

14? S. along the parallel of 11° S. to long. 150° W. thence“Nong a rhumb
line to the pointlat. 26 5, long. 72 W. and thence along a rhumh line to
the West coastof South America at Lat. 30° S. ¥

: : r
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(i) The Suez Canal, the Red Sea and the Gulf of Ademto the westward

of themeridian of 45° I. and

(ii) ‘The Persian Gulf to the westward of the meridian of 5u EL

. wre on ? : . tl

Norrs.—-(i) ‘Thefollowing ports are to be treated as being on the boundary

between the Summer Zone and the ‘Tropical Zone :--Coquimbo, Port
Darwin and:Rio deJaneiro. ‘ .

(ii) ‘The part of Fusan (Korea) is to be treated as being on the boundary

between the Summer Zone and the area numbered, 4 in the Second ~

Part of this Schedule. ‘ :

- (iii) The port of Yokohama is ty be treated as being on’ the boundary

between the ¢ immer Zone andthe area numbered 5 jn the Second Part

of this Schedu'.- “ ;
$ a :

(iv) The following ports are to be treated as being on the boundary between
the Summer Zone and the area numbered6 in the Second Part of this
Schedule :- Cape’Town, Durban, and Valparaiso, |} aa

(v) ‘The following ports are to be treated as being on the boundary between.
the Summer Zone and the area numbered 11 in the Third Part of this’. - ,
Schedule? Horz Kongand Sual. a

¢ .
. 4 s

(vi) ‘I'he following ports are to be treated as heing on theatbetween

the ‘Tropital Zone and the area‘numbered 9 in the Third Fart ofthis :
Schedule: .Aden andBerbera. — oo

(vii)? Saigen is to be treated as being on the boundary betwee. the ‘Tropical
Zone and the area numbered 11 in the Third Part of this Schedule,

viii) Mackayis to be treated as being on the boundary between the Summery 8 y

z

vod:

Zone and the area numbered 14 in the Third Part of this Scheditle.

4

THIRD SCHEDULE

. SECOND Part -

Seasonal Areas--Summeér and Winter
.? ‘ @

-

 Hommes . . aor _ — : a

wlrea
oo BS Summer | ‘+ |Finter

won fo : - Period ¢
—Deseription Pert @ he

. The area within and to the north- 16th April to | 16th Octolerto
wards of the tullowing line : - 15th October, 15th April; .

Aline drawn soutlrfrom the coast .
of Greenlandat long. 50 Wto

VJat. 45° N thence along the
. parallel of 45 N two long. 15°
AY thence north to lat, 60° N’

thence along the parallel of 60°
N to the west coast of Norway.-
Bergen is considered as being, ‘ . %
on the boundary between this EY
area andarea 2 below. S

2
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THIRD.SCHEDULE | | |

: . SECONDPART

fa
o
o
l

uneasonal s\reas: --Summer andVinter

 —- Ana Sunimer TViniter
pane ceo ee ee ee Period Perjod

No. a“Deseription f

from the east coast of America
along the parallel of 36° N-to
‘Tarifa in Spain, excluding area
J_akovg|but including the Bal-
tic Sea’

3. ‘The Mediterranean and the Black
i Seas. --
tt. The Sea of Japan between “
i parallels of 35°N and 50° N
5. The area north pf a line drawn

from theeast coast of Honshiu
in Japan alone the parallel of:

35> Ne to ‘loiig. 150) Wand
thence along a rhumbline to
the west coast of. British Co-
Jumbia at Jat, 55° N, but ex-
cludingarea + above.: ,

* 6, ‘Thearea south of a line drawn
from the east coast of South
America along the parallel of
49°? S ta Jone. 56° W

- ‘along arhumbline to the point
lat. 34 S, long. 50° W. thence
along the parallel of 34° § to
the west coast of South Africa ::
from’ the: cast bast of South

Africa at’ lat. 4 ° Ss. along :
rhumb line to the point lat.
35° 30°

along azrhumlyline to Cape’:

Grim, Tasniania ~ thence

along Vic northcoast of ‘Tas-
mania (Addystone

thence aleng a rhumbline to

the west coast of South Island

New Zealand, at long. 17’ E.

thencealang the westsouth“and

east coasts of South Island to

“Cape Suauders thence:‘Along a

rhumb line to the poirit iin lat.
33° S long. 170) We;- and
thence atom: the parallel ‘of 33

2, The area.north ofa line desAW)

thence |

S.fong. 118° Eoff the’
south ¢: ast of:‘Australia thence.|

Point |

‘IstApril to
3ist October.

yy

:oth March to
15th December.

Wilst March to
30h November.
16th April to.
18th October.

loth October to
15th April.

i
w
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Ist November|
to 31st March.

16th Decemberto-
18th March.
{st December to
28/29th February.
16th October to
{Sth April.

16th April to
15th. October.
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S to the west coast et South * :
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| THIRD SCHEDULE .

Seconp PaRT _

Seasonal Areas—Summer and Winter oe

i é : . -

Area 4 : Suatmer J Tropical

7 aE Period

|

~ Period
No. ~ Description. fe

7. The area bounded on the north

|

16th July to. 1st Novemberto.

:by aline from Cape Catoche in

|

31st October. 15th. July.
>Yucatan to Cape San Antonio ‘
in Cuba, along the south Cuban

coast to lat. 20° N and along
the parallel of 20° N to the
point lat. 20° N long. 20° W; .
on the west by the coast of ~  Y

Central America ; on the south 4

. by the north coast of South

|

_. 4
America and by the parallel of i” ,
10° N ; andi on the east by the e i

| meridian of 20° W. foots

8. The area of.the ‘Arabian Sea

|

2ist May to 1st Augustto

north of the parallel of 24° N

|

3lst-July. ‘20th May.
and east of the meridian of 59° | .

1 : E. . , : g

> Karachi is considered as being
on the boundary between

’ this area and area 9 below. . ° .

9. The area of theArabian Sea south’; 2ist May to -

|

1st December to

of the parallel of 24° N, north

|

15th September | 20th May and
of the parallel of 8° N and
east of the meridian of 45° E.

The area of the Bay ofBengal
north ofthe parallel of lat. 8° N.

The aréa of the China Sea, boun- +
Ace on the west and north by
the coast of Indo-China and
China to Hong Kong; on the
east by a rhumbline to theport
of Sual (Luzon Island) and by
the west coast of theIslands of
Luzon, Samar and Leyte to the

* parallel of 10° N ; and on the
south bythe parallel of 10° N,

The area in the North Pacific”
Ocean bounded on the north

_ by the parallel .of 25° N,on the»
' west by the nieridian of 160
‘E; on the southbytheparallel
of 13° N ; and on the east by

10.

11.

12.

& 16th October
to 30 November.

16th April to’
15th December.

Ist May to
20th January. .

ist November to
31st March. p

2

i the meridian of 130° W.

16th September
to 15th October.

15th April.
2ist January to
30th April.

1st April to
31st October. 
16th Decemberto
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|. + "THIRD SCHEDULE.
SECOND PaRT i

Seasonal Areas—Summerand ‘Wintér

ty
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Area ‘ Summer Tropical ;

No. Description / Period Period
“ i

13. The area bounded on the north Ist July to ist Marchto. .
‘ and east by the coast of Califor- 31st October &. 30th June and lst
nia, Mexico and Central Ame- Ist December to | to 30th Novem-
rica ; on the west by the meri- 28/29th February.) ber. ;

* dian of 120°W and bya rhumb
line from the point lat, 30° N }
long. 120° W., to.the pointlat.
13° N long. 105° W;; and on

* the south bythe parallel of 13°
4

14. The area in the South Pacific
Ocean bounded on the north
by the parallel of 11° S. ; on the
westby theeast coast of Aus-
tralia ; on thésouth by the

; parallel of 20° S , and. on’ the
_ feast by the meridian of 175° E,

-* together with the Gulfof Car-
_ pentaria south of the;parallelof

11°. 8.

15, The area bounded onthewwest by
the meridian of 150° W ; on
the south by the parallel of 20°.
S ; and on thenorth and’ east
by a rhumb line drawn from
‘the point lat. 11°S long. 150°
W to the point lat. 26° 8 long.
75° W.

t

31st March,

1st December te

28th/29th
February: 
1st Decemberto|

 
Ist April to .
30th November.

e

a
Ist Mardh to
30th November.
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“TABLE 1

’ 7 . (Coamngs24inches iin Height

HarcuwayY BeAMS AND TSORE~“AND-AFTERS FOR ‘Suups: 200 Feet OR MORE IN LENGTH *

* * HATCHWAY BEAMS

‘ uJ Beams weuth Fore-and~z‘Ifters Beams without Fore-and-Afters

Breadthof Meuatina a "Spacing Centre to Centre SpacingCéntre to Centre
Hatchway re stn: ee - - inp_ 6% 0" 8 QS to’ 0” 4° O° 5’ 0*

ome ins. | ins. . ins. ins. ins. ins « ins. ins. Posie ing ins. ins. Jeins.- ins.
10° 0” Bro hte AOA 11 “« (30P 120.,32P 14 Xx) 34P 9 x .46BP 19 .x > ..SOBP
12’ 0" 3 x 3 x -40A 12 x .32P 14 x 8634p. 17 xX

=

.36P 11 x .50BP 12 x .50BP
14’ 0” 3 -*« 3. x. A2A =| 14 x .34P 17 x ~=.36P “20 xX .38P -| 12. * .50BP 12 x .32P
16’. 0” ‘Bk 3 x ADA 16* x \.36P. 19. x .38P 22 X .38P 12 x. .32P “14 x .34P18° 0” 4.»  ¥3 x ASA - i8 x .36P 21 xX .38P 25 x .40P 14 & .34P 16 x .36P
20° 0” 4005 3 caine ~ 44h--] 20 -x” ~.38P J 24 -« 40P 28 xX .42P 15 x  .34P 18 x .36P
22’ . 0" 44 2% 3° x 46h 26 x ,42P 26 x .42P 30, x .44P. 16 x  .36P 19 x .36P
24° 0” 8 Ke BE» 46A 23. x 40P 28 x

~~

42P. 32” x .44P 17 x .36P 20. x .38P .
. 26° 0” 5h x . 3h » ABA 2+ x» 40P. 29 x ~=.42P 34 x .46P 18 x .36P 21 x .38P..

cape, 28° 0° fh « 3h. 0A 25 »« \40P 31 x .44P 36 x A8P.. | 19. x .38P 22 x .38P°"
- ieoe 0" 6 . 340 CO 524A 26 ™“ 42P 32 ueGHP -} 38> x. 48P 7200 x «38P 23 x 40RP>

penttbcorsn oe _ a . : ot hie

Coo an oy “ . te " _ =

~ . snesanbee .
7 > 4 % we ae ° :

_ Jw on \ “ . *
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ForE-AND-AFTERS

sadength " Bulb Plate Centre Fore-andxAfters —— Bulb Angle sid’Fore-and-Afters oo

“af Fore-- ALounting *ee . \ | -

and- ae : . bansacei ae emeremerperenne canes

Ifters we . ~S Spacing Centre tu Contre . , ‘Spacing Centre to Centre
c cee ee ing went cee cies ween aefe ee — anneete ae cies ote age ate oe poorete ee

AB" 4° a’ | 8” 0” [- 3° " | 4° OQ”... S’ non

Co, ., freee eterna ania mmcAmmen | gage resemmers . Se

4 Lis is. Ins. * ns. 1s ins. Ins. VS. + Es. Pans. . ats. - “Ons. Is. Ins. ns. Ws. ink. in.
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|
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| QP wad 40 gx 50 [OL «80 | Bee 3h «50 8 x 3h « 50 PILBR ese

oh Wood Centre Fore-and-Affers : Wood Side Fore-and-Afters

" . Spacing Centre to Ceitre : . Spacing Centre to Centre

3°" +’ 0" | Sete 0" oom fa o”
a er ~ i pe poste a: _— x, osm ames

a ; D B dD B | . Dp Bo} Dad. B’ - Dp BO dp |- B

freee

=

tet eens ates eeam cet en ee erties ft we : pen a . . ms — fg et ew wives.

” '. ins. , ins. ins. ins. 3 ins. Te | ids, ins. ” ins, ins. ‘ins. ‘ins

6°07) Sk 7 4 7 4. Oh po 54 St 6 6" 64 6
80 fd 7 7 7 | 8. 7 64 64 74 7 8° 7

mor. 8 7 | 8h 8 | 9 9 8 7 8k 8: 9 9.
| ~ _    
 
 

a. A Plain angle. BP ~ Bulb Plate. ~P) Plate. 1) -Depth. B-= Breadth.

~ Depths tor hatchwaybeamsare at the middle of the length and are measured from the top mounting to the lower edge. Depths for fore-and-afters

are tifeasure: from the under sideof the hatch covers te the lower edge. Sizes formtermcdiate lengths and spacing ar obtained by interpolation. Where

plates.azé’scified, twoangles, of the size given for mountings, are to be fitted at the upper’and at the lower'part of tHe beam. Where bulb plates are

~pecihéd, TSangles, ofthe-size given for mountings, are to hefitted at the upper part of the beanror fore-and-after. Where bulb angles are specified, on

angle, of thesize given for mountings,18 to he fitted at the upper part of ‘the section. Where the specifiedflanges ofan angleare of different dimension.

the larger H.nge is to be horizontal. ., ; oo , , Mw, oo.

*In sh:ps not exceeding 100 fect in lensth. the dept! sot hams which are termedof plate. und angles may br 60 per cent of the depths given above|

the depths of beams and steel fore-and-aiters formed of bulb angle or bulb plate section may be 80 per cent of the depths given above ; thethichness of

plates, bulb angles and bulbplates should correspendto the thickness tabulated for theraduéed depths with a minimum thickness of .30 inch; the depth
i

and bread*hs of wood fere-and-afters may be SO per cont of thee given in the table. fFSide fure-and-after .. butthe centre fore-and-aftdrs must be not
~ fess than Cb inches wide. In ships between 100 feetund 200! feet in be nath, the ec. af the beams and fore-arcd afters are tu be determinedby linear inter

. . . . . : te a
polatsen, : .
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. (Coamings 18 inches in Height)
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_ Hatcuway Beams aNp’ Fors-anp-Arrens ror Sutps 200 Feet or More in Lencrn*..

HATCHWAY BEAMS #,
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“ . Beams with Fore-and-Afters mo Beams witthout...Fore-and-Afters
he snes sem met epee

Breadth of b Mounting - Spacing Centre to Centre ' Spacinly Centre to Centre
FHatchway “ -
Sygem 6’ 0’ 8’ 0" 10’ 0” 4° 0” 5° 0’

~ ins, ins ins. | ins, ‘ins. ins.HE ins, , ims. ins. ttSrep— ins. ot ANS.ge
10° 0" 30 « 3 % AOA, ok.=«x 46BP] 104 « .SOBP 114 x .52BP 8 x 40BP 9 xAAERIBT
12’ .0’ 3. kK 3° =x AOA apa x. .SOBP} 11 x .30P 13. =& .34P 9 x 44BP] 10. x .SOBP
14’ 0” 3  « 3 x 42A, 1th JOP] 13° =« .32P 15 =% ,34P 10 x «.SOBP] 11k «x .S50BP
16’ 0° ‘34 “x 3 x 42A. 12-.« .32P | 15 x .34P 17 x 36P 11. x 30P 11 x= .30P
18’. 0" 4 -* 3) «AGA 144 x .34P sy 17) © .36P 19 x 38P 11 x .30P 12 x .32P
20’. 0° 4 % 3KOS RAL 16 xX .36P | 19 3e38P 21 x .38P 12 x 32P 13 «x .34P
22’ 0” 4a x 3 x A6BAS- 17 x .36P- | 20 x .38P 23 x .40P 124 x 32P 14 «  .34P
24’ 0" 5 .* (34. AGA 18 xX .36P 21 x .38P 25 x .40P 13. x ,34P 144 x HP -
26’ . 0” 5¢ xX 34 °X ABA, | 19 x  .38P. 22 x .38P 26 <« .42P 134 x ,34P 15 x .34P
28’ * 0” 6° ~*~ St * SOA ~| 20 x .38P 23 x AOP 27% A2P 14 x 34P 16 x .36P
30’. 0” 6 XX 3h KZA 21 x .38P 24 x AOP 28 x .42P 15 x 34P |.17 x .36P
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Fors-anp-AFTERS a ~

_ Bulb Plate Bulb Angle °Side
Length of mo Centre Fore-dnd=Afters.. Fore-and-Afters.- :

Torecand- che ge Mounting - Spacing Centre to Centre Spacing Centre to Regtre _ - =

ce : ’ . 3¢ 0” 4” . “9” 5’ 0’ 3’ 0” : 4? 0”: . 5’. . 0”

me ins... insSTH. ins. ins. iri. ins. "| ins. ins [oodns: ins. ins ins. ins. . ins. ins, ins. its,
6’ 0” 2h x Ot 5 x 34 54 &™ 34 6 x 36 5S’ x 3 x_.34 werdx 3 x 34 6 *.3. « 436

8° 0.

|

2h « Ib. 6

+»

38

|

7 x 40

|

Thx 42, 6 * 3 #38 7x3 « AO The Bh x 42
. 10’ 0° 24 * 2) « 40 Tox AS 8 x 46 9 «x 50 7 x 3) oe 44 8 x 3} ¥ 46. | Q «3kTSO, weer

Wood Centre Fore-and-Afters Wood Side Fore-and-Afters ”

mp 5 Spacing Centre to Centre . - - . Spacing Centre to Centre

3° 0” 4c OF sé 3 Gh Ay gt she

D B mf B D B -D B | D B D B

ins. ins. ins. | ins. ins, ins. ins. ins.» ins. Ins. ins. ing,aw

6° O° 5 % » |x Ss. 7 6 7 - 5 5 . St 5 6 5

8° On debe Ton OF 7 7 7 6 5 64 6 7 600
10’. Q” air 7 74 7 8" “7 7 6 {4 7h 7. 8 7

A: Plain Angle” BP -= Bulb Plate . P = Plate -D == Depth B - Breadth. _

Depths for hatchway beamsare atthe middle of the length and.are measured from the top mounting to the lower edge. Depths for fore-and-afters

are measured from the under-side of the hatchcovers to the lower edge. _Sizes’for intermediate length and spacing are obtained by interpolation, Where

plates are specified, .two angles, of the size given for mountings, are to be fitted at the upper and the lower part of the beam. * Where bulb plates are speci-

fied, twoangles, of the size given for mountings, are to be fitted.to the upper part of the beam or fore-and-after. .Where bulb angles, are specified, one

angle, of the size given for mountings, is to be fitted at thie upper part of the section. Wherethespecilied flanges of an angle are of different dimensions,

, thelarger Aange is to be horizontal. swe - . .
6° :

* Inships not exceeding 100 feetin length,thedepths of beams which are formed of plates and angles may b¢ 60 per centof the depths given above ;

the depths df,.beamsandsteel fore-and-afters formed of bulb angle or bulb plate section may-be.80 per cent of the depths given above; the thickness of

plates, bulb angles and bulb plates should correspond to the thickness tabulated:for the reduced depths with a minimum thickness of .30 inch ; the depths

and breadths of wood fore-and-afters may be 80per cent of those givenin the tables for side fore-and-afters, but the centre fore-and-afters must be notIcss

than 6} inches wide. In ships between100 feet and 200 fectin length,thesizes of the beams and fore-and-afters are to be determinedby linear interpola-

tion. .
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Lsposty BULKHEADS Gb SIANUARD HIGH =

. =— . TABLE 3 oS ‘
EXPOSED BULKHEADS OF SUPERSTRUCTURIS OF STANDARD Hricit1

Bridge Front Bulkhvads, Unprotected Bulkheads | Bulkheadds of Puops Partially Protected, _ After Bulkheads of Bridges and
of Iwp AL or More in length. or Less in Length than AL - Korecasileseee Sgtnencement ame Pee nme ame cies nettlee mm ee eect fe ce gee mee mmm ef cee etmetem eee eo ee .

. Lecnof Bulb Angle Saifeners “shipof a Plain Angle Stiffeners ‘Lagiof Plain Angle Stiffenero

Feet ” Inches Peet oo Inches . Feet -_ “Inches . :
Under 160 SA x 3) x 30 . Under 150 3.x 24 x 30 | . Under 150 el x 2A x .2h140) 6 x3 x 22 - 10 3H2k y 32 150 3 x 24 x 128

.  . 200 Ohad x db. 8 200° | + x3 x 34 250 84x 3° x30
“240 7 x3 x 3h . 280 |. dh x 3 x 136 350 tx 3.x 132, “

280 i TAX 3 x WON. 300 : S x3enx 38 | .
320 8 x3 x 140 A350 Shxn3 x 42 , ¥. sett i Six 3 ow 42 7 4G | h x3 on 44 ; . oy ae0° 400 ! 9 x3 xs 44 4 450 ' “Hbox 3h x 46 RyT treecash oO
4| GE x 31x 46 500 | | 7 x Gd x 48 ‘s vet Sate

+50 10 x 31 x 48 58u 7 x34 x 50, . .520 104 s 34 x .S0 :
5460 11x 3hx 34 . . :

Bulkhead Plating - ~ Bulkhe:vad Plating ~ Bylkhead Plating. "
a ena stems Pee aee eefe -- a epee fen

: ‘Inch Inch e Inch
200 and under 3 160 and 24 160 and under .20

. , under oe :
-380 and above | wb 400 and | pe 38 ge 400 and above , 330

‘ T “above L

For ships intermediateiiin length. the thicknesses of bulkhead plating are obtained by interpolation. , Unr

Mane at Lagos the 17th day of:f September, 1964. wae = -
( - R, A. Nyoxu,

a ; . \ Minister of Transportmeee gee
oe : EXPLANATORY NOTE

These Rules lay down the maximumdepths to whichvessels may be loaded in varying~éircumstances and include such
_ requirements as appearto the Minister to be necessary to implement the provisions of the International Convention Respecting toad.
' Lines, 1930: - “hee =

. aes 6 : ve
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- LIN. 109 of 1964
di 2, 0 MERCHANT subvert act, 1962
. fe mo —-1962; Now300

4 MerchantShipping Act (Delegation ofPowers)
(Amendmes ) Notice, 1964 -

fAComamencement. : vin Seplember, 1964

In exercise of the powers conferredy section 414 of the Merchant Shipping
Act, 1962, and of all other powers enabling xme in that behalf{I hereby give
the following notice -

1. This Notice may be cited as the Merchant Shipping Act (Delegation Craren', a
of Powers) (Amendment) Notice, 1964,

Notice 1963 is hereby amended bythe insertion, immediately after paragraph

3,of the following new paragraphs :-— ,

Section 331 - Government

 

“gg To give consent in writing on
such terms and conditions as Inspector.
may be necessary | * of Shipping j

95. To give consent in writing on’ Section 345(3), Gsovernmen
such termsand conditionsas may Inspector

: of Shipping”be necessary

Maprin Lagos this 17th day of September, 1964.

c JR. A. Noe,
Afinister of Tiansjui!
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2. ‘he Schedule to the Merchant Shipping Act (Delegation of Powers) Amendment
or DLN,
Piet E863,
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